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1. Introduction 
 
The close relationship between culture and language has been captivating 
humans since ancient times and various schools of thought have offered 
different approaches. Cognitive Linguistics holds the view that language is 
a socially constructed phenomenon. Members of a given speech community 
experience the world in more or less similar way as they speak one 
language. By means of commonly shared views and ways of speaking 
comprehension becomes possible. That in turn serves to strengthen cultural 
ties and develop a sense of identity. By looking at the ways speakers of 
English communicate this essay will capture their realities, truths and 
shared assumptions in connection with the conceptualization of alienation. 
Using a quantitative corpus driven method it aims to operationalize that 
broad concept by examination of the alien related noun constructions 
derived from the authentic samples of language. 

This paper consists of five sections. In the following part a brief 
description of the method is presented, as well as, the holistic approach to 
language is discussed. Section three contains practical aspects of the 
research itself while section four is entirely concerned with presenting the 
results of the findings. Section five is closed with general conclusions. 
 
 
2. Method 
 
The method employed in this research is called a usage-based model that 
enables the examination of habitual patterns of language constructions at 
different levels simultaneously. The collected data are surveyed and 
quantified in order to make generalisations and assumptions about the way 
language has been operationalized. 
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2.1. The Corpus 
 
The most important principle concerning the foundation of the corpus was 
to achieve a broad approach by collecting data from four different sources 
representing different groups of people. The examples were to represent 
both press and blogs published on the Internet. No specific time was 
considered. The British National Corpus and Time Magazine, as well as, 
on-line personal diaries written by American and British commentators 
were taken into account. Additionally, the corpus is composed of a number 
of text fragments derived from different web pages. Within British English 
the examples were taken from The BBC, Daily Mirror, Business, Observer 
and The Sun. All text fragments were collected by the occurrences of the 
keywords foreigner/immigrant in the context. As far as American English 
was concerned the same procedure was followed using the following home 
pages; The New Yorker, The CNN, Newsweek and the Washington Post.  
 The final corpus contained 400 sentences with the keywords in 
context. In the process of collecting data direct from the Internet programs 
such as BBEdit and Microsoft Word were used. Finally, a separate 
Microsoft Excel document was employed in order to conduct a manual 
analysis by means of 34 carefully chosen variables. When this phase of 
inquiry was completed two statistical tools were applied using the program 
R for further exploration of semantic and sociolinguistics variations; the 
former Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) for plotting favoured 
reappearing patterns of meaning and usage in order to illustrate them in a 
multidimensional space; the latter Logistic Regression analysis (LogReg) 
for validation of the results (Glynn 2010).  
 
 
2.1   Cognitive Linguistics: The nature of language  
 
The case study presented here acknowledges the value of approaching 
language holistically. The holistic approach contemplates language as one 
unity since lexis and syntax are not separate but connected with each other. 
Cognitive linguistics supports the view that knowledge of the world is 
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purely acquired trough senses. Human beings tend to view their reality by 
referring to knowledge of past similar experiences and thoughts. Hence 
word-meaning is enriched with speaker’s background and interpretation of 
the world he or she interacts with, so-called “encyclopaedic semantics” 
(Fillmore 1985). Furthermore, mother tongue plays a crucial role in a 
process of understanding how a given community views the world around 
them (Wierzbicka 1998). Categorisation for cultural concepts the Idealised 
Cognitive Models (ICM) (Lakoff 1987) suggests that the world is 
structured linguistically. Language is seen as a mental and well-organized 
storage of basic categories or concepts that is collectively shared by 
members of the same linguistic group. It is reasonable, therefore, to assume 
that the focal sense of a given term is the realization of cultural models as 
words are used in a reference to related concepts in mind. Consequently, 
word-meanings are established by habitual usage, what is called 
entrenchment (Geeraerts 2010 Glynn 2010).  

Alternatively, fundamental concepts are seen as an innate 
predisposition of human mind. Concepts might be triggered by sensory 
experiences, but not solely acquired through them (Chomsky 1957).  
 

 
3. Analysis   
 
The following coding schema was employed to examine different patterns 
of linguistic forms and meanings used by native speakers of English when 
referring to new arrivals. Both lexemes of interest, that is foreigner and 
immigrant, are frequent substantives that can be used in reference to 
someone who experiences a state of social isolation from a group to which 
he or she would like to belong to, in other words an alien. Although the 
choice of one word above the other in a given context might lead to 
confusion or misunderstanding. From grammatical point of view, 
determiners and adjectives often modify substantives. As a consequence, 
these two variables were among the first ones added into the schema. The 
distinction between the singular and plural forms, as well as, referent 
gender and type, furthermore the choice of main lexical verbs and 
underlying themes of each example were also taken into consideration. As  
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the coding began more variables were added into the schema in order to 
operationalize the concept of alienation in depth. What follows next is an 
evaluation of all variables that were used in the coding schema together 
with their features.  
 
 
3.1. Dialect 
 
As the main aim of this study was to operationalize the concept of 
alienation captured in the background of two cultures a distinction between 
the American and British varieties of English was made. 
 
 
3.2. Lexeme 
 
The second column in the coding schema consists of 200 examples of 
lexemes foreigner and 200 of immigrant. 
 
 
3.3 Register 
 
Two different communication sources available on the Internet were 
chosen. On one hand, the formal prose is represented by press (media); on 
the other hand, personal diaries written mostly by young people represent 
more casual style of writing. 
 
 
3.4 Style- Lexeme 
 
The column combines the following variables Register and Lexeme under 
one term. Observations with foreigner and immigrant derived from press 
were put into the formal category: F_Formal and I_Formal and those taken 
from blogs were classified as the informal category which features were 
coded in the following fashion F_InFormal and I_InFormal. 
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3.5. Dictionary 
 
The Dictionary variable proposes the following references for lexemes in 
question: according to a lexicon a foreigner ascribes someone who is 
descended from a foreign country, that is, a person of another nation “an 
alien”, not a citizen of the country in which they live or work (Cambridge 
Dictionary 2002). Two following variations of that meaning were 
distinguished in the data;  
 

a) I have traveled so often in other countries and am so accustomed to 
other landscapes; I sometimes felt on my trip that I was seeing America, 
coast to coast, with the eyes of a foreigner, feeling overwhelmed, humbled 
and grateful.  

 (foreigner = stranger) 
 

b) I feel like a foreigner. And it’s not a good feeling when you know, 
intellectually, you’re an American. But when you’re not treated like one, 
then it kind of makes you schizophrenic. It makes you feel crazy 

 (foreigner = stranger) 
 
Immigrant, on the other hand, refers to “a settler”, that is, “a person who 
has come to live permanently in a country that is not their own” (Oxford 
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 2006). The usage of this relatively neutral 
term occurred extremely rare in the corpus. Lexeme immigrant is often 
modified by either attributive adjectives or quantifying pronouns. As a 
consequence of such usage completely new concepts have emerged. In very 
few cases, a sense like “migrant” was used instead of “alien” denoting 
person’s mobility (the geographical movement of people) especially in 
order to find employment (Cambridge Dictionary 2002). 
 
 
3.6 Class Collocation 
 
Noun phrases with premodifiers are commonly used in English in order to 
enlarge the basic meaning of the noun. The Word Class Collocation 
variable examines the structures used as modification of foreigner and  
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immigrant. As a result, four different structural types of premodification 
were surveyed: quantifying pronouns, nouns, numerals and attributive 
adjective. Additionally, attributive adjective are divided into two semantic 
sub-groups; the first one highlights a positive quality Adj_Plus and the 
second one ascribes a negative quality Adj_Minus. A noun phrase with no 
modifier at all was marked as Coll.NA (not applicable).   
 
 
3.7 Collocation  
 
As mentioned above collocations are considered as a formal category 
(syntax) but above their simply linguistic role, the collocations of 
foreigner/immigrant transform the meaning of the whole noun phrase. The 
additional information about the most salient ideas associated with 
foreigner and immigrant can be decoded here. The Collocation variable 
regarded all function words preceding foreigner/immigrant as one unit. 
Additionally, the singular (sg) and plural (pl) form of these nouns was also 
included here. All in all, three different groups of collocations were 
specified: 
 

•  Zero collocation means that lexemes foreigner/immigrant are used 
with no modifier at all.   
 
Immigrants move to places where workers are needed: in Liverpool, for 
instance, where jobs are scarce and are about to get scarcer, you are likely 
to find Liverpulians working in Costa and Pret and cleaning hotel rooms. 
(immigrants (plural)  = I_pl) 
 

• Quantifier Collocation highlights some kind of number or group 
modifier preceding foreigner/immigrant; 
 
According to the Daily Telegraph, over 2 million foreigners are now 
working in the UK, which is a 75% increase in workers from abroad in 
the last six years. 

 (2 million foreigners  (plural) = Q_F_pl) 
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•  Type Collocations refers to all attributive adjectives that were used 

together with foreigner/immigrant; 
 
I have known many people that have bought real estate in foreign 
countries. It’s just that now that the US dollar is so low and our economy 
has been so devastated by the Republicans, that the rich Foreigners come 
here now to buy our cheap real estate. And even that is dropping in value 
more & more every day 
(the rich foreigners (plural) = T_F_pl) 

 
As mentioned above collocations in this column were approached as a 
whole. What follows next, is a short description of the individual 
collocates, that is, determiners and attributive adjectives proceeding 
foreigner/immigrant. 
 
 
3.7.1 Determiner 
 
To begin with, the Determiner variable represents the functional category 
that includes words from different word classes. Determiner always 
precedes the head of the noun phrase in this case, foreigner/immigrant, as 
well as its premodifiers The first column Determiner Fine consisted of the 
great number of words taken directly from the dataset. The next step 
involved duplication of the column in order to granulate all items into two 
broader levels of category, that is, Determiner Medium and Determiner 
Coarse. These two additional levels of the Determiner variable can be 
viewed in the coding schema. 
 
 
3.7.2 Article 
 
The Article variable focuses only on articles preceding 
foreigner/immigrant. Noun phrases with the indefinite article were coded in 
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the following fashion  Indef_A. These with the definite article were marked 
as Def_A. Phrases with no article at all were labelled as Art.NA 
 
 
3.7.3 Adjective 1  
 
The Adjective 1 variable refers to the first adjective that follows directly 
after the Determiner variable in the noun phrase. Attributive Adjectives are 
the most common type of premodification of foreigner/immigrant in the 
dataset. The first column Adjective 1 Fine consists of a large number of 
different lexical forms. In order to make the analysis more legible division 
into two wider semantic categories Medium and Coarse (the broadest) was 
applied here, as well.  
 
 
3.7.4 Adjective 2 
 
Adjective 2 concerns the second adjective in the noun phrase. However, as 
the analysis proceeded, it was noticed that occurrences of the second 
adjective preceding foreigner/immigrant were relatively rare. These empty 
spaces indicating the lack of adjective were labelled as Adj.2NA. The 
procedure of duplicating and grouping adjectives into two boarder semantic 
categories was also employed here.  
 
 
3.8 Axiology 
 
The Axiology variable looks on the powerful effects of the way the 
speakers of English communicate with each other in the everyday world. 
This semantic feature determines whether the lexemes foreigner/immigrant 
occur in a positive (Pos) or negative (Neg) context.  
 
 
3.9 Verb  
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The Verb variable consists of the main lexical verb used in the 
neighbourhood of lexemes foreigner/immigrant. These verbs express the 
actions, processes and states performed by the referent. The first Verb 
column consisted of a wide variety of verbs taken directly from the data. 
Grouping items into Medium and Coarse levels of verb category led to the 
following semantic sub-categories:  
 
     Verb Medium        Verb Coarse 

• conduct  196    action  verb 
• hold          65     control  verb 
• comprise  62    static  verb 
• feel          61    emotive verb 
• offer          16    event    verb 

 
 
3.11 Usage 
 
The Usage Variable tackles the literal and figurative meanings of words 
and expressions observed during the analysis of the lexemes 
foreigner/immigrant. Two alternatives were at disposal, Figure for the 
figurative meaning and NonFigure for the precise one. Analysing the 
meaning at a deeper level can reveal important findings about the general 
stance towards all social minorities.  
 
 
3.12 Referent Number 
 
Contrast between the singular and plural forms of foreigner/immigrant was 
originally distinguished here.  
 
 
3.13 Referent Type 
 
The distinction between generic and specific reference is surveyed here. If 
a referent was unique or well known, that is, if it was generally intelligible  
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from the situation what was meant, the Referent Type was labelled as 
specific (Specific_R). Generic reference, on the other hand, was used in 
reference to the whole class, that is, all foreign-born people in order to 
make generalizations. These sentences were marked as Generic_R. 
 
 
3.14 Referent Gender 
 
In this column referent’s gender was taken into consideration. Three 
alternatives were at disposal “male”, “female” or “RG.NA” (no applicable). 
However, at the early stage of the analysis, it was discovered that this 
variable was of less significance to the results of analysis.  
 
 
3.15 Polarity 
 
The polarity variable makes distinction between affirmative and negative 
forms. In general, grammatical polarity is marked by the presence or 
absence of the adverbial “not” in the observation. The majority of the 
sentences occurred in the affirmative form.  
 
 
3.16 Humour 
 
The Humour variable looks on whether or not some kind of humorous 
usage or sarcasm is present in the sentence when addressing 
foreigner/immigrant. 
 
 
3.17 Theme  
 
The Theme variable referrers to the general matter of discussion, most of 
the time themes cover immigration issues together with its serious political 
consequences e.g. unemployment, crime, finances, education etc. However, 
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interpretation of any discourse is usually a problematic process therefore 
the decision was made to duplicate the column Theme and group the 
features together in order to make generalisations. The final number of 
themes consisted of the following labels: 
 

• social status  151   
• threat               83   
• defence          70     
• unity             45 
• leisure           29  
• trade             22   

 
The number on the right represents occurrences for each theme in the data. 
“Social Status”, that is, the social position of all ethnic groups was the main 
theme of discussion in the corpus. What follows next is theme “threat” 
caused mainly by financial worries caused by for instance competence on 
the labour market. The third one “defence” calls for political actions in 
order to limit the influx of new arrivals into the country in question. 
Additionally, two broad levels of Theme Coarse category were grouped as 
Theme 1 and Theme 2. The former consists of three items; Migration, 
Unity and Trade. The latter is grouped into Migration and NonMigration. A 
detailed list of all themes can be found in the coding schema. 
 
 
4. Results  
 
Seven plots modelled by Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) 
accompany each sub - section. Additionally, three models of these findings 
were confirmed statistically by Logistic Regression (LogReg). 
 
 
4.1 Axiology versus Lexeme 
 
Lexemes foreigner and immigrant are related terms that are often used in 
reference to “non natives”. In a popular usage, both of them refer to a  
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person who comes from a foreign country. Consequently, they appear in a 
narrow number of contexts. However, meanings and manipulations of the 
concept vary as different people might refer to dissimilar definitions. 
Speaker’s general associations with these lexemes are convey by Axiology. 

 
Figure 1. Interaction of Lexeme and Axiology. Multiple Correspondence 
Analysis ( MCA) 
 
Figure 1 shows the results of correspondence analysis of the lexemes 
foreigner/immigrant and Axiology. This technique captures semantic 
variation by placing distinctly correlated items close to each other and 
contrast items at a distance (Glynn 2010). The plot is divided into two 
fields; the Pos (Positive) feature is on the left part of the plot and the Neg 
(Negative) on the right. Consequently, MCA places both lexemes in the 
middle of the plot tight to the Negative feature. Such a distribution might 
indicate that both lexemes occur most frequently in a negative context in 
this particular dataset, for instance; 
 

(1) a. It is a fact that immigrants cause a significantly disproportionate 
amount of crime per head of population. A report I read the other day 
stated that one is arrested every four hours in Britain. 
(immigrant + Negative) 
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b. It´s always the foreigners causing all the trouble! Taking our jobs, 
wives, cars and the better animals away from us who pay taxes. And on 
top of that, they speak strangely with cloven tongues and refuse to think 
and be like us. 
(foreigner + Negative) 

 
However, foreigner is set on the left part of the plot, closer to the Positive 
feature. This position might indicate, when compered with immigrant, that 
the lexeme is more often used in a positive context. However, in order to 
validate this observation, more detailed analysis need to be conducted.  

The attitudes towards these two lexemes and towards different 
concepts they might generate will be further examined in the following 
plots by a closer examination of how these respective lexemes are 
operationalized and in what situations speakers of English prefer one word 
above the other.   
 
 
4.2. Premodification and Register 
 
The choice of a term to be used in combination with foreigner and 
immigrant might be seen as an important pointer of speaker’s views and 
opinions associated with these two lexemes. In the following plot foreigner 
and immigrant have been analysed together with the Class Collocation 
variable in order to discover ways in which both lexemes are frequently 
paired with. Furthermore, the survey examines whether there are large 
differences across registers in the use of the types of modification. Figure 2 
captures the variation in noun modification as the plot is divided into two 
visible fields; the upper area is classified as Formal Style (Press) and the 
lower field belongs to Informal Style (Blog).   
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Figure 2. Interaction of Style - Lexeme and Class Collocation. Multiple 
Correspondence Analysis. 
 
The Informal Style – cluster (coded as F_InFormal and I_InFormal) formed 
on the bottom of the plot includes two distinct modification patterns, that is, 
Pronoun and Attributive Adjective. The Formal Style – cluster, however on 
a wider scale, includes Noun and Numeral. The examples of the nounal 
observations with non-modification at all are marked as Coll.NA. This 
usage is placed exactly in between Formal and Informal Style on the left 
part of the plot together with lexeme foreigner (F_Formal F_InForml) 
indicating that this particular usage is common to both registers.   

Since foreigner and immigrant are falling exactly in between 
Pronoun this type of modification is the typical case in a casual 
conversation (blog). The following text sample illustrates these patterns;  
 

(2) a. The architecture is fascinating and varied. On the downside london is 
full of foreigners and damned tourists, which i don't have a problem with, 
except i mean FULL of them theres so many that i wonder if theres 
anyone from england in there. 
(Pronoun + foreigner = blog) 
 
b...Yes, we have got quite a few immigrants coming in. 
(Pronoun + immigrant = blog) 
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Furthermore, the Informal-Style-cluster links both lexemes together with 
Attributive Adjective. Adjectives used as premodifiers come from many 
different semantic classes. However, in this corpus, they cover two basic 
concepts, a positive quality stands for Adj_Plus and a negative character is 
understood by Adj_Minus. Consequently, MCA shows that Adj_Plus is 
placed in the neighbourhood of foreigner. Immigrant, on the other hand, 
occurs often together with Adj_Minus. Two examples illustrate these 
modification patterns;  
 

c. ...staff party on wednesday, update shall definitely follow as there are 
hot foreigners there and chances look good… 
( Adj_Plus hot + foreigners = blog) 
 
d. i've got two national insurance numbers! why doesn't anything ever just 
go smoothly? maybe i should just sell the spare to an illegal immigrant. 
that would at least solve my present financial worries... 
( Adj_Minus illegal + immigrant = blog) 

 
Such a distinct distribution is not surprising as immigrant is mostly used 
with the modifier “illegal” which is highly associated with negativity. The 
term immigrant is widely understood to be “a settler”, in other words, a 
permanent legal resident. By contrast, illegal immigrant creates a new 
concept as it refers to someone who has violated the laws in establishing a 
valid residence permit in a given country and therefore might be 
categorised as a “criminal”. Consequently, immigrant becomes illegal alien 
and appears in a very narrow number of contexts. Such a categorisation 
might simply lead to abuse and negative associations people have with that 
lexeme (Baker Gabrielatos 2008).  
  The Formal Style-cluster collects Noun, Numeral and as pointed 
earlier, non - modification Coll.NA. Nouns and numerals are frequently 
used as space - saving devices especially in the formal language. However, 
looking at the plot, one can notice that Numeral is positioned in the top 
right part of the plot. Such a bread spatial distance to immigrant might 
indicate that this type of modifier occurs sporadically in this corpus. 
However, it is worth remembering that the dataset covers only 200  
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examples of immigrant observations, which is a relatively small number. 
These two patterns are presented below in the following observations; 
 

e. BRITAIN was bracing itself for a fresh wave of immigrants last night 
as around 1,000 North African refugees set up camps near the Eurostar 
station in Paris.  
(Noun wave of + immigrants = Press Neg (threat)) 

 
f. More than 150 illegal immigrants are trying to sneak into the UK 
through the Channel Tunnel. Bosses say it's now time for urgent 
crackdown by the British and French Governments. 
(Numeral 150+ immigrant = Press Neg (defence))  

 
It is surprising that MCA places immigrant closer to Noun and Numeral 
than foreigner. In fact, judging by the position of foreigner, it often stands 
on its own. Such constructors are not typical of formal prose, where noun 
constructions are usually used together with some kind of modification 
(Biber Conrad Leech 2008). However, such a peculiar usage might 
contribute to the fact that foreigner occurs more frequently in favourable 
contexts than immigrant does. Looking back at the above examples with 
Numeral and Noun as premodifiers, it is evident that such descriptors are 
powerful instruments influencing the whole sentences negatively.   
 
 
4.3. Premodification versus the singular and plural form 
 
The following three variables Lexeme, Premodification and Referent 
Number were granulated together and named as Collocation in order to 
improve legibility upon the plot. As a consequence, Figure 3 shows 
relationships between Collocation and Axiology. The plot builds two 
distinct clusters, which indicates that semantic differences have been 
successfully captured. On the left, the majority of foreigner constructions 
are gathered on the outside of the variable Pos (Positive) confirming once 
again that foreigner is the most frequent lexeme associated with a positive 
context. The constructions of immigrant form a compact group on the other 
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side of the Neg (Negative) feature. Such a distinct distribution in Axiology 
verifies the observation marked in Figure 2, namely, premodification of 
immigrant is more likely to create new senses that are associated with 
negativity.  

 
Figure 3. Interaction of Collocation and Axiology. Multiple 
Correspondence Analysis  
 
Furthermore, the plot captures another interesting observation; both 
lexemes standing alone (without a modifier) used in the plural form, F_pl 
and I_pl, are found to be on the left part of the plot, close to the Positive 
feature. In other words, both of them are repeatedly used in a positive 
fashion. This might be explained by the findings detected in Figure 2, that 
is, all kinds of premodification might influence or change the neutral 
meaning of the keywords. Looking at the position of the construction of 
foreigner (T_F_pl) used in the plural form and modified by Attributive 
Adjective on the bottom of the plot this statement might be confirmed. 
Speaker’s choice of the particular negative adjectives such as “bloody”,“ 
stupid” or “unauthorized” etc. add negative meanings to all terms. This 
indicates that the basic concept of foreigner has been transformed into a 
new category highly associated with negativity. However, once again, such 
a disposition in the plot might indicate that this usage had fewer 
occurrences in the corpus. 
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(3) a. I asked the coach driver what was going on. Did we need a passport to 
visit Manchester? He replied: It's because there are so many immigrants 
nowadays. I think this was my cue. I was meant to reply: "Yeah! Bloody 
foreigners! Round the bastards up and ship 'em back home!" But I didn't 
say that (T_F_pl  bloody + foreigners =  Neg) 
 
b. The PM today will talk about immigration and what his plans are to 
stop those nasty foreigners coming over here stealing all our jobs and 
women and making it difficult for a good British boy to earn a wage and 
find a lady. 
(T_F_pl nasty + foreigners = Neg) 

 
Thus far, according to this research, the attitudes towards the majority of 
lexemes used without a modifier tend to lean towards positive associations 
and these terms that are modified might form a new concept that leans 
towards negativity. Despite these frequent indications of dynamics in 
meaning MCA shows in Figure 3 that lexeme immigrant used in a singular 
form and without any modifier I_sg is positioned in the top left part of the 
plot, falling into the Negative feature. Bearing in mind the previous 
findings illustrated by Figure 2 frequent usage of the term illegal immigrant 
by the members of a social group might trigger this one peculiar concept 
even when the “illegal” adjective is not used (Baker Gabrielatos 2008). In 
other words, the position of immigrant used in the singular form without a 
modifying adjective, that is, a neutral construction with many possible 
senses is converted into illegal alien reflecting highly negative associations 
often linked with “Social Problems”. 
 

c. Well, an “immigrant” is technically someone who has already gained 
citizenship after arriving from another country. So, you can’t really 
“deport” them. You could only strip them of their citizenship — but that 
would have to be for something REALLY bad, like if they were an old 
Nazi who ran a concentration camp or something. 
(I_sg immigrant = generalization Neg) 

 
d.  interesting fact - ive started to tan at an unbelievable rate. starting to 
look like an immigrant - better get a hair cut 
(I_sg immigrant = physical appearance Neg) 
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e. we are still being for more work because living can be expensive. 
however, the cities are crawling with international folk being for work. 
bastards. taking good jobs away from honest americans. haha. it's funny to 
think of myself as an immigrant 
(I_sg immigrant = unemployment Neg) 

 
The above observations indicate that negative associations and attitudes 
towards the immigrant construction (I_sg) are a visible distinction between 
“we” and “them” categorisation Negative sense is attached to I_sg when 
this construction is used in reference to all immigrants. Consequently, all 
aliens are categorised in terms of “race” based on, as shown above, 
physical appearance, overdriven judgments or generalizations. However, 
once again, the position of I_sg in the far top of the plot is a sign of too rare 
occurrences of this peculiar usage in the corpus. 
 
4.4. The Plural Form and Generic Reference 
 
Figure 4 shows the results of the correspondence analysis of Article, 
Collocation, Referent Type and Axiology. The spatial distance between the 
factors for Generic (Generic_R) and Specific (Specific_R) Sense indicates 
that semantic variation in usage is noticeable. Furthermore, the plot has 
captured a variation in noun constructions (syntax) typically used by 
speakers of English. 

 
Figure 4. Interaction of Axiology, Article, Collocation and Referent Type.  
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Firstly, looking at the plot all plural forms are gathered on the left part of 
the plot together with Generic Sense. By contrast, on the right, all singular 
constructions have built a cluster around Specific Reference. However, the 
relationships between these two senses and Axiology are not marked so 
clearly. The Negative feature is placed above Generic Reference closest to 
the following constructions; T_F_pl, T_I_pl, Q_I_pl, I_sg and T_I_sg. 
Consequently, it might be stated that all of them are highly associated with 
negativity, for instance;  

 
(4) a. “We have hundreds of UK Border Agency officers based at our 

juxtaposed controls in France and Belgium, carrying out checks to stop 
illegal immigrants before they get to the UK. ”He added: “Since January 
this year we have stopped over 14,000 individual attempts to cross the 
channel illegally and have searched over 400,000 freight vehicles – 
checking that they are not harbouring illegal migrants. 
(T_I_pl illegal immigrant (plural) with Generic Reference Neg) 
 
b. Three states issue driver's licenses to unauthorized foreigners, New 
Mexico, Utah and Washington. 
(T_F_pl unauthorized foreigner (plural) with Generic Reference Neg) 

 
c. A leaked Home Office memo disclosed earlier this year that the points-
based immigration system was allowing “large numbers” of illegal 
immigrants to slip into Britain on student visas. 
(Q_I_pl large numbers of immigrant (plural) with Generic Reference Neg) 
 

In general the odd position of the Positive feature depositing on the bottom 
of the plot indicates that the correlation between Axiology and Referent 
Type is not a simple case. In other words, MCA shows that observations 
used with Generic Reference are more likely to be associated with negative 
attitudes by placing the Negative feature on the left part of the plot. 
However, the distribution of such constructions as F_pl, I_pl and Q_F_pl 
on the inside of the Positive feature indicates that although they are used 
with Generic Sense both of them are associated with a positive context.  
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d.….you can learn far more by meeting foreigners who have had     
drastically different life experiences than your own. For this reason, I have 
continued to enjoy work at Bertucci's. 
( F_pl foreigner (plural) with Generic Reference = Pos) 
 
e. Let us never forget that one of the reasons that Canada is such a vibrant 
nation, so diverse, so rich in the many cultures and races of the world, is 
that immigrants who come here - as was the case with the ancestors of 
many of us in this chamber - feel free and are free to practice their 
religion, follow their faith, live as they want to live. 
( I_pl immigrant (plural) with Generic Reference = Pos) 

 
f. Wealthy foreigners and entrepreneurs are to be offered a fast track to 
settle in Britain under new immigration rules unveiled today 
( T_F_pl wealthy + foreigner (plural) with Generic Reference = Pos) 

 
As far as syntax is concerned MCA reveals two syntactical constructions; 
Figure 4 indicates that noun constructions when used with Generic 
Reference take no definite article as a determiner NA.ART (Biber Conrad 
Leech 2009). The following observations found in the corpus confirm the 
above usage; 
 

g. It has long been a truism of investing that foreigners tend to buy at the 
top of almost any market.  
(zero article + foreigner ( plural ) = with Generic Reference)  
 
h. My father says that immigrants should become Americans and speak 
Americanise. 
(zero article + immigrant  (plural) =  with Generic Reference) 

 
Similarly, it is possible to make Generic Reference even if modification 
precedes the head of the noun constructions. Consequently, the noun 
phrases are used without articles in the place of a determiner NA.ART 
(Biber Conrad Leech 2009);  
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i.  Illegal immigrants are intruding on our public education system. An 
estimated 28.6 billion dollars was spent on illegal alien’s education in 
2004. 
(zero article + premodifier + immigrant (plural) with Generic Reference = 
Negative ) 
 

In addition, the plot confirms that countable noun constructions used in a 
singular form typically have a determiner in English, coded here as ART. 
The following example is set in a context where the referent is unique. In 
other words, it is clear from the situation that there is one specific person to 
whom the speaker refers. Consequently, definite article is used together 
with that lexeme.   
 

j. I can't say I never thought about the tall, thin foreigner who I invited 
into my coffee shop so long ago.  
(the + premodifier  + foreigner (singular) with Specific reference= 
Positive) 

 
The plot reveals that Generic Reference might contribute to negative 
associations and judgments related to non-natives especially if lexemes 
foreigner or immigrant are modified and used in the plural form. As far as 
the positive attitude is concerned it is more difficult to interpret correlation 
between Axiology and Specific Referent. Generally speaking, referring to 
an individual rather than to a whole class often tends to be connected with a 
more open attitude.  
  
Figure 5. Generic versus Specific Reference. Logistic Regression analysis. 
 
                   Coef    S.E.   Wald Z P      
Intercept          -5.3168 1.1323 -4.70  0.0000 
Collocation=F_sg    4.7333 1.3343  3.55  0.0004 
Collocation=I_pl    1.7718 1.2033  1.47  0.1409 
Collocation=I_sg    3.9933 1.7186  2.32  0.0202 
Collocation=Q_F_pl  1.2454 1.4894  0.84  0.4030 
Collocation=Q_I_pl  1.6513 1.3200  1.25  0.2109 
Collocation=T_F_pl  2.5129 1.3715  1.83  0.0669 
Collocation=T_F_sg  7.1829 1.6127  4.45  0.0000 
Collocation=T_I_pl  2.0519 1.2153  1.69  0.0913 
Collocation=T_I_sg  6.3721 1.4109  4.52  0.0000 
Axiology=Pos        0.7693 0.4812  1.60  0.1099 
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Article=Def_A       2.9711 0.6644  4.47  0.0000 
Article=Indef_A    -1.1583 0.7893 -1.47  0.1423 
 
Generic_R: 353 
Specific_R: 47 
C: 0.889 
Pseudo R2: 0.46 

 
In order to confirm that those patterns of meaning and use occur frequently 
in the authentic context Logistic Regression (LogReg), that is, a 
confirmatory statistical technique can be used. Through LogReg the data 
have been examined in order to predict a result based upon the other 
variables than those used by MCA in the previous plot. Figure 5 presents 
the products of Logistic Regression. As this technique can only test for 
binary variables, Referent Type, that is, Generic_R and Specific_R were 
modelled against contrasting variables in the coding schema. In the above 
table, the column on the left lists the features that were put into 
observation. The far right column reveals the P-value the closer to zero, the 
better indication of a solid variable. All statistically proven features are 
highlighted in bold. Minus in front of the variable indicates that this feature 
predicts for Generic Reference, non-minus, on the other hand, indicates that 
the feature predicts for the second variable, in this case, Specific Reference. 
At the bottom of the table the C –value stands for percentage. The high 
value of 0.889 is a firm figure denoting that the model would produce 
similar results if the survey were to be conducted again. 
 
 
4.5. Themes 
 
The plot in Figure 6 illustrates how different categories of noun 
constructions, that is, Collocation correlates with Axiology and Theme 
Coarse. An evident division into Axiology shows once again that the 
majority of immigrant constructions have gathered on the left part of the 
plot close to the Negative feature.   
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Figure 6. Interaction of Axiology, Collocation and Theme Coarse. Multiple 
Correspondence Analysis 
 
Furthermore, the negative factors are clearly grouped together with the 
following Themes: Defence and Threat located in the top left part of the 
plot, close to Q_I_pl. This position of immigrant indicates that the concept 
of a number (quantifier) preceding that lexeme affects the meaning of the 
unit in a negative way. 
 

(5) a.  The  millions  upon  millions  of  illegal  immigrants  in  this  country  are 
stealing jobs, they are depressing wages in a whole host of industries and 
they are a huge factor in the erosion of the middle class. 
(Q_I_pl quantifier +immigrant (pl) = Threat Neg) 

 
Theme Social Status is positioned down on the left part of the plot, 
grouping the following constructions modified by attributive adjectives; 
T_I_pl, T_F_pl , T_I_sg , as well as I_sg. Bearing in mind the results 
shown in Figure 2 such a distribution came as no surprise.  
 

b. Dinner was nice except for Dad making the comment that the people in 
front of us were illegal immigrants (they spoke Spanish). 
(T_I_pl  illegal + immigrant (pl) = Social Status Neg) 
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c. TAXPAYERS are forking out millions of pounds a year in benefits to 
jobless foreigners who have returned to eastern Europe to live at our 
expense, the Daily Express can reveal. 
( T_F_pl  jobless + foreigner (pl) = Social Status Neg) 
 
d. But he thinks that no one will ever believe him. He's just an immigrant 
and works in an off-licence, and he is dealing with Norman Lamont and 
very big company, so what can he do? " 
(I_sg  immigrant (sg) = Social Status Neg) 

 
The positive attitude, on the other hand, is associated with the following 
themes: Unity, Leisure and Trade. In contrast to the clusters observed in 
connection with the Negative feature, only two constructions F_pl and 
T_F_pl are placed close to Trade, Unity and Leisure.  
 

e. Volunteer groups say the presence of foreigners can calm things down, 
and encourage Israeli soldiers to moderate their behaviour 
(F_pl  foreigner (pl) = Unity Pos) 
 
f. Instead, foreigners hold greater shares of their investment portfolios in 
the United States if they have less developed financial markets. 
(F_pl foreigner (pl) = Trade Pos) 

 
 
The other forms situated in the middle of the plot seem to lean towards the 
opposing contexts, for instance; I_pl and Q_F_pl tend towards such 
features as Defence and Threat related to the Negative variable. By 
contrast, Unity, Trade and Leisure are associated with positivity. Such a 
contrasting distribution between positive themes and highly negative ones 
might be explained by the fact that these particular constructions appear 
regularly in both of them. 
 

g. Immigrants come to York Region from many different parts of the 
world, adding greatly to the cultural and social richness of our 
communities. 
(I_pl immigrant (pl) = Unity Pos) 
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h. if immigrants cross over then they should be immediately returned to 
their homeland 
( I_pl immigrant (pl) = Defence Neg) 

 
In a similar manner, F_sg correlates with both concepts; on one side 
creating positive attachments when used in Trade or Leisure contexts, on 
the other hand negatively judged assumptions or harmful generalisations 
while discussing the matters concerning Social Status domains. 
 

i. The foreigner who created most excitement was England's Nigel 
Mansell. The current Formula One champion is leading in the Indy Car 
season competition, finding the success in his first year that has eluded 
Michael Andrett… 
(F_sg foreigner = Leisure Pos) 
 
j. One in every five murders or manslaughters in England and Wales is 
committed by a foreigner, police figures revealed. In one area of London, 
the figure is one in three. 
(F_sg foreigner = Social Status Neg) 

 
MCA has illustrated important differences in how Collocation correlates 
with Axiology and Theme Coarse. Figure 7 presents the results of Logistic 
Regression used in order to confirm these findings. As a means to capture 
the authentic usage present in the corpus, Register, that is, Blog and Press 
were modelled against the other variables in the coding schema. All 
variables that were put into the analysis are listed in the first column. The 
negative figure in the second column denotes that the probability of the 
variable leans towards Blog. The positive figure indicates high probability 
for Press. Looking at the P-value, two strong predictors for Blog has been 
confirmed; Theme Coarse Social Status and Axiology Positive are found to 
be statistically significant. As far as Press is concerned, three variables 
proved to be of high importance, namely, Theme Coarse Trade, Collocation 
F_sg and Collocation T_I_sg. All the statistically proven features show 
moderate S.E. value (The Standard Estimate). Furthermore, the C- value of 
this model shows a figure of 0.701. The number is not a particularly strong 
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indicator, however, the figure is a sign of that the analysis would produce 
similar results 50% more often than by chance. 
 
Figure 7.Register versus Theme Coarse, Axiology, Referent Type: Logistic 
Regression Analysis.  
 
                           Coef    S.E.   Wald Z P      
Intercept                  -0.0187 0.3868 -0.05  0.9614 
Theme_Coarse=leisure        0.5462 0.8225  0.66  0.5066 
Theme_Coarse=social_status -0.8506 0.3299 -2.58  0.0099 
Theme_Coarse=threat        -0.4840 0.3462 -1.40  0.1621 
Theme_Coarse=trade          2.6968 0.9433  2.86  0.0043 
Theme_Coarse=unity          0.4196 0.7795  0.54  0.5904 
Axiology=Pos               -1.3751 0.6742 -2.04  0.0414 
Collocation=F_sg            1.2290 0.4051  3.03  0.0024 
Collocation=I_pl           -0.1304 0.4422 -0.29  0.7680 
Collocation=I_sg            0.4308 0.7081  0.61  0.5429 
Collocation=Q_F_pl          0.7031 0.4178  1.68  0.0924 
Collocation=Q_I_pl          0.7938 0.4038  1.97  0.0493 
Collocation=T_F_pl          0.1758 0.6086  0.29  0.7727 
Collocation=T_F_sg         -0.2577 0.9108 -0.28  0.7772 
Collocation=T_I_pl          0.7673 0.3938  1.95  0.0513 
Collocation=T_I_sg          1.3801 0.6022  2.29  0.0219 
Ref_Type=Specific_R        -0.1610 0.3859 -0.42  0.6765 

 
Blog: 200 
Press: 200 
C: 0.701 
Pseudo R2: 0.158 

 
4.6. Cultural differences  
 
Although American and British culture and language are related to each 
other there are evident cultural differences between these two nations. 
Figure 8 captures how Theme Coarse correlates with the two dialects of 
American and British English. Looking at the results of MCA two 
contrasting groups have been formed; UK is set on the right part of the plot 
gathering the following themes Threat, Social Status and Defence. While 
on the left, the US feature is connected with Unity, Leisure and Trade. Such 
a distribution of features and a visible spatial distance between the US and 
the UK variables illustrates that differences between the American and the 
British corpora have been distinguished. The plot reveals that Threat is the  
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most frequent “theme” discussed in the British corpus. By contrast, the US 
feature is placed close to Unity indicating that Unity is the most current 
one.  

 
Figure 8. Interaction of Theme Coarse and Dialect. 
 Multiple Correspondence Analysis 
 
At this point, it is becoming visible that the American corpus is more often 
associated with positive attitudes than the British one. In other words, 
“themes” gathered together with the American variety of English 
frequently appear to represent more positive contexts. Figure 9 summarises 
the results of LogReg of the same analysis.  
 
Figure 9. Dialect versus Lexeme, Theme Coarse, Dictionary, Axiology and 
Referent Number: Logistic Regression Analysis 
 
                           Coef     S.E.   Wald Z P      
Intercept                  -1.00675 0.5962 -1.69  0.0913 
Lexeme=immigrant            0.59122 0.2481  2.38  0.0172 
Theme_Coarse=leisure       -1.05041 0.7729 -1.36  0.1742 
Theme_Coarse=social_status -0.42105 0.3167 -1.33  0.1837 
Theme_Coarse=threat        -0.04512 0.3666 -0.12  0.9021 
Theme_Coarse=trade          0.98912 0.7116  1.39  0.1645 
Theme_Coarse=unity         -0.82722 0.7433 -1.11  0.2657 
Axiology=Pos                1.69278 0.6143  2.76  0.0059 
Usage=NonFigure             0.49475 0.5117  0.97  0.3336 
Dictionary=migrant         -3.06193 1.0883 -2.81  0.0049 
Dictionary=settler         -0.73560 0.7711 -0.95  0.3401 
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Dictionary=stranger        -0.33581 0.8409 -0.40  0.6896 
Ref_Number=Ref_N_sg         0.99324 0.2752  3.61  0.0003 
 
UK: 200 
US: 200 
C: 0.683 
Pseudo R: 0.182 

 
In order to confirm above hypothesis LogReg has modelled Dialect against 
Theme Coarse, Lexeme, Axiology, Referent Number and Usage. Bearing 
in mind that minus in the second column denotes high probability for 
British English, plus indicates high probability for American English. The 
P-value has highlighted the following variables; Referent Number Singular, 
Axiology Positive and Immigrant. All three are found to be statistically 
significant for American English. For British English the Migrant variable 
proves to be of high importance. The C- value of this model shows a figure 
of 0.683. The number is not an especially strong indicator, however, this 
model mirrors what MCA has found in Figure 8. Keeping in mind the 
findings from Figure 5, namely, Referent Number Singular is closely 
connected with Specific Reference that in turn influences Axiology in a 
positive manner, for instance; 
 

(6) a. i met the swedish foreigner that goes to our school. he's a little bit hot.                                           
he looks like rocky from rocky horror. i call him abba sometimes 

 (foreigner (singular) = leisure US) 
 

b. I offered my balls to a foreigner. Yes, you read that correctly. No, I 
don't actually have balls, but I did have some schweddy ones. Let me back 
track. I got on my 9pm flight headed for the east coast and immediately 
made friends with this adorable alien. 
(foreigner  (singular)= leisure US) 
 
c. "Any time there's a merger, employees are right to worry about their 
jobs. Companies do about 'synergies' and that usually means laying off 
people, "Page said. "But with a foreigner owning a U.S. firm, there is 
likely to be less overlap. In some ways, it's better to be taken over by a 
European company than a U.S. company." 
(foreigner (singular) = trade US) 
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The examples from the American and British corpora quoted earlier 
illustrate that the concept of alienation varies as well as the use of its 
related noun constructions in both languages. The way people use their 
native tongues is linked to the previous experiences and associations that 
are commonly shared in a given culture. Clearly, mother tongue holds the 
potential of reflecting such differences (Wierzbicka 1998). The USA has 
been often described as a melting pot expressing more open attitude 
towards ethnic integration. In a similar vein, individualism, freedom, risk 
taking, as well as, competence are solely a few examples that are typical of 
American lifestyle. All of them correlate well with the above findings of 
MCA and LogReg analyses. The UK, on the other hand, has been 
commonly referred to as a conservative society with an unequal class 
system. The concept of alien tends to be understood in terms of a collective 
category mostly associated with language problems, unemployment or 
violence etc. Consequently, migrants might be classified as competitive or 
threatening communities to well established throughout centuries British 
ways of living (Skeggs 1997). 
 
 
4.7.  Dialect versus Dictionary 
 
Figure 10 shows another view of the correspondence of Theme Coarse and 
Dialect. More importantly, the plot demonstrates how the Theme variable 
correlates with dissimilar dictionary definitions. By looking at the plot the 
US feature is still gathering parallel themes, Trade and Leisure, whereas the 
UK feature is in the neighbourhood of Threat. In the middle of the plot 
there is a compact cluster formation under the lexeme alien including the 
following factors; Defence, Social Status and Unity. The position of the 
cluster, that is, precisely in between the American and British varieties of 
English indicates that alien is commonly associated with both dialects 
when referring to those themes. 
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Figure 10. Interaction of Dialect, Dictionary and Theme Coarse. Multiple 
Correspondence Analysis 
 
However, what is more interesting, Figure 10 provides the indication that 
the British corpus operates with different definitions of foreigner and 
immigrant in relation to the succeeding themes, Threat and Unity. 
Consequently, lexeme settler is positioned on the bottom of the plot closer 
to the UK feature. Furthermore, the distribution of migrant as well as 
stranger on the left part of the plot verifies that these keywords are mostly 
associated with the British corpus. Such a variation in categorisation clearly 
portrays the political events that are taking place in the United Kingdom 
(Baker Gabrielatos 2008). The context of the EU enlargement might trigger 
feelings of anxiety caused by the uncontrollable influx of new arrivals 
moving into the UK in order to find employment, for instance; 
 

(7) a. Britain can do little to reduce the flow of immigrants from the other 26 
EU member states. In future it will be able to do even less if Bulgaria goes 
through with its plan to issue 500,000 passports to citizens of non-member 
countries; and if the new EU rule that guarantees immigrants the right to 
all welfare benefits accorded to native populations proves a magnet for 
immigrants. 
(immigrant = migrant) 
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b. We cannot control immigrants from the EU - no country in the EU can. 
We HAVE to accept them, just as if you wanted to work in Germany or 
Spain they'd have to accept you. Whether that is right or not is a different 
matter, but at the moment there is nothing we can do about it. 
(immigrant = migrant) 
 
c. We got chinese workers who cant speak a word of english and polish 
workers who just talk in their tongue....You go in to shops cafe s etc they 
cant understand us or each other cos they different nationalities..You feel 
like a foreigner in your own country… 

 (foreigner = stranger) 
 
Such a difference in categorisation gives an impression of a more in-depth 
treatment of immigration issues. Consequently, more thorough 
argumentation might contribute to the observations detected in Figure 9; in 
other words, the content of the British corpus might be interpreted as 
considerably unfavourable.  
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
This corpus driven analysis about the conceptualization of alienation has 
explored the ways in which two lexemes foreigner and immigrant have 
been operationalized. The outcomes of the above analyses indicate, first of 
all, that there is a visible indication of how relatively neutral senses are 
regularly modified in everyday language. As a consequence, frequent and 
consistent use of modifiers expands or even changes the meanings of the 
lexemes glossed in a dictionary. In other words, the meaning proves to be 
dynamic.  

Furthermore, foreigner and immigrant are equally associated with 
contrasting opinions. However, it was proved that lexeme foreigner appears 
in a broader spectrum of themes that is associated with more positive 
contexts such as holidays, love, trade etc. By contrast, immigrant is 
immediately connected with meaning production around social problems 
and therefore leans towards more negative attitudes.  
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Finally, the examination of regularities and variations in meaning, use and 
attitude led to the hypotheses that there were differences between the two 
dialects. On one hand, American dialect mirrors more open stance towards 
multicultural society, while British English tends to make generalisation 
that can lead to social isolation. However, in order to confirm these 
findings more detailed research need to be conducted.  

As pointed earlier meaning constantly undergoes changes. It is 
shaped by the way people perceive and react to the world around them. 
Diachronic study of these two terms would have a potential of capturing 
how language has been expanding. On one hand, special historical events 
might have influenced the way people think and use their native tongues; 
on the other hand, the current events happening in both nations and the 
world influence the way language has been operationalized. Capturing a 
consistent series of collocations over a longer period of time would help to 
understand how a given language and its speech community have been 
evolving.  
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Appendix: The analysis- coding schema 
 
1. Lexeme 11. Determiner Coarse 21. Verb Fine  
2. Dialect 12. Article 22. Verb Medium 
3. Register 13. Determiner Article 23. Verb Coarse 
4. Style-Lexeme 14. Adjective 1 Fine 24. Usage 
5. Dictionary 15. Adjective 1 Medium 25. Referent Type 
6. Collocation 16. Adjective 1 Coarse 26. Referent Gender 
7. Premodification 17. Adjective 2 Fine 27. Referent Number 
8. Class 18. Adjective 2 Medium 28. Polarity 
9. Determiner Fine 19. Adjective 2 Coarse 29. Humour 
10.Determiner Med 20. Axiology 30. Theme Fine 
 
 
 
31.Theme Medium 
32.Theme Coarse 
33.Theme 1 
34.Theme 2 
 
 
 

 
 

 



 
 
Figure 7. Logistic Regression:Register versus Theme Coarse,Axiology,Collocation and 
Referent Type 
 
 
 
 
Logistic Regression Model 
 
lrm(formula = Register ~ Theme_Coarse + Axiology + Collocation +  
    Ref_Type, data = data, x = T, y = T) 
 
 
Frequencies of Responses 
 blog press  
  200   200  
 
       Obs  Max Deriv Model L.R.       d.f.          P          C        Dxy      
Gamma      Tau-a         R2      Brier  
       400      3e-11      50.31         16          0      0.701      0.402      
0.414      0.201      0.158       0.22  
 
                           Coef    S.E.   Wald Z P      
Intercept                  -0.0187 0.3868 -0.05  0.9614 
Theme_Coarse=leisure        0.5462 0.8225  0.66  0.5066 
Theme_Coarse=social_status -0.8506 0.3299 -2.58  0.0099 
Theme_Coarse=threat        -0.4840 0.3462 -1.40  0.1621 
Theme_Coarse=trade          2.6968 0.9433  2.86  0.0043 
Theme_Coarse=unity          0.4196 0.7795  0.54  0.5904 
Axiology=Pos               -1.3751 0.6742 -2.04  0.0414 
Collocation=F_sg            1.2290 0.4051  3.03  0.0024 
Collocation=I_pl           -0.1304 0.4422 -0.29  0.7680 
Collocation=I_sg            0.4308 0.7081  0.61  0.5429 
Collocation=Q_F_pl          0.7031 0.4178  1.68  0.0924 
Collocation=Q_I_pl          0.7938 0.4038  1.97  0.0493 
Collocation=T_F_pl          0.1758 0.6086  0.29  0.7727 
Collocation=T_F_sg         -0.2577 0.9108 -0.28  0.7772 
Collocation=T_I_pl          0.7673 0.3938  1.95  0.0513 
Collocation=T_I_sg          1.3801 0.6022  2.29  0.0219 
Ref_Type=Specific_R        -0.1610 0.3859 -0.42  0.6765 

 

 
 
 
Figure 9. Logistic Regression UK versus US 
 
 
 
> LogReg_lrm <- lrm(Dialect ~ Lexeme   +Theme_Coarse +Axiology+ Usage+ Dictionary+ 
Ref_Number+ Usage, data = data, x=T, y=T) 
> LogReg_lrm 
 
Logistic Regression Model 
 
lrm(formula = Dialect ~ Lexeme + Theme_Coarse + Axiology + Usage +  
    Dictionary + Ref_Number + Usage, data = data, x = T, y = T) 
 
 
Frequencies of Responses 
 UK  US  
200 200  
 
       Obs  Max Deriv Model L.R.       d.f.          P          C        Dxy      
Gamma      Tau-a         R2      Brier  
       400      1e-07      58.75         12          0      0.683      0.366      
0.388      0.184      0.182      0.218  
 
                           Coef     S.E.   Wald Z P      
Intercept                  -1.00675 0.5962 -1.69  0.0913 
Lexeme=immigrant            0.59122 0.2481  2.38  0.0172 
Theme_Coarse=leisure       -1.05041 0.7729 -1.36  0.1742 
Theme_Coarse=social_status -0.42105 0.3167 -1.33  0.1837 
Theme_Coarse=threat        -0.04512 0.3666 -0.12  0.9021 
Theme_Coarse=trade          0.98912 0.7116  1.39  0.1645 
Theme_Coarse=unity         -0.82722 0.7433 -1.11  0.2657 



Axiology=Pos                1.69278 0.6143  2.76  0.0059 
Usage=NonFigure             0.49475 0.5117  0.97  0.3336 
Dictionary=migrant         -3.06193 1.0883 -2.81  0.0049 
Dictionary=settler         -0.73560 0.7711 -0.95  0.3401 
Dictionary=stranger        -0.33581 0.8409 -0.40  0.6896 
Ref_Number=Ref_N_sg         0.99324 0.2752  3.61  0.0003 

 

Figure 5. Logistic Regression - Generic versus Specific Reference 
 
 
 
Logistic Regression Model 
 
lrm(formula = Ref_Type ~ Collocation + Axiology + Article, data = data,  
    x = T, y = T) 
 
 
Frequencies of Responses 
 Generic_R Specific_R  
       353         47  
 
       Obs  Max Deriv Model L.R.       d.f.          P          C        Dxy      
Gamma      Tau-a         R2      Brier  
       400      5e-06     108.18         12          0      0.889      0.778      
0.801      0.162       0.46      0.066  
 
                   Coef    S.E.   Wald Z P      
Intercept          -5.3168 1.1323 -4.70  0.0000 
Collocation=F_sg    4.7333 1.3343  3.55  0.0004 
Collocation=I_pl    1.7718 1.2033  1.47  0.1409 
Collocation=I_sg    3.9933 1.7186  2.32  0.0202 
Collocation=Q_F_pl  1.2454 1.4894  0.84  0.4030 
Collocation=Q_I_pl  1.6513 1.3200  1.25  0.2109 
Collocation=T_F_pl  2.5129 1.3715  1.83  0.0669 
Collocation=T_F_sg  7.1829 1.6127  4.45  0.0000 
Collocation=T_I_pl  2.0519 1.2153  1.69  0.0913 
Collocation=T_I_sg  6.3721 1.4109  4.52  0.0000 
Axiology=Pos        0.7693 0.4812  1.60  0.1099 
Article=Def_A       2.9711 0.6644  4.47  0.0000 
Article=Indef_A    -1.1583 0.7893 -1.47  0.1423 
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Figure 1. Interaction of Lexeme and Axiology. Multiple Correspondance Analysis ( The MCA)
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Figure 2. Interaction of Style - Lexeme and Class Collocation. Multiple Correspondance Analysis.
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Figure 4. Interaction of Collocation and Axiology. Multiple Correspondence Analysis. 
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Figure 6. Interaction of Axiology, Collocation and Theme Coarse. Multiple Corrsepondence Analysis
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The chancellor announced a review of what he called the "complex rules"used by wealthy foreigners
living in Britain to avoid paying tax, a controversial area made topical by last week's Guardian
investigation into Swedish industrialist Hans Rausing.The issue has been targeted by previous
governments but never resolved. UK foreigner press

Saying "bloody foreigners" can turn an offence into a racially aggravated one,the high court ruled
yesterday.A 16-year-old Portsmouth boy used the term in a dispute with a Turkish-speaking chef over
whether or not he had paid for a kebab. UK foreigner press

TAXPAYERS are forking out millions of pounds a year in benefits to jobless foreigners who have
returned to eastern Europe to live at our expense, the Daily Express can reveal.

UK foreigner press
She's over here partly to see her boyfriend, partly, it seems, for a rest cure from her frenetic New York
lifestyle. 'For me, London is like a nice country village,' she explains. 'It's so much quieter here than it
is in New York.'Nowadays, she says, she feels like 'a complete foreigner' in London. 'It's because I say
what I think,' she says. 'English girls smile sweetly and pretend;Americans enjoy their lives more
because they won't suffer in silence. UK foreigner press

Wealthy foreigners and entrepreneurs are to be offered a fast track to settle in Britain under new
immigration rules unveiled today.So-called “super investors” will be given the right to stay in the
country indefinitely after only three years in return for depositing £5 million in a British bank account UK foreigner press

The most common nationality of foreigners involved in murder and manslaughter cases was Polish,
followed by Nepalese, Lithuanian, Somalian and Sri Lankan. UK foreigner press

This isn't football boys and girls, an election mustn't be about supporting your side it needs to be about
choosing the best person for the job. Don’t just vote Labor because your mum will, and don’t vote
Tory because your unemployed mate thinks it's the answer to "the bloody foreigners taking our jobs".
Weigh up your options. UK foreigner blog

There were the frenchies,the dutchies and the english people.Stupid foreigners know how to speak our
language.So annoying.Fuck you all, you frogs and meatballs. And the stupid fish and chips UK foreigner blogBeen at work almost all week.Satan is on a roll,i mean the new kids manager.Shes like from some
cheap country like ethopia,and speaks like a derranged aussy with her head down the loo.Fucking
foreigners lol!JOKING! Anyway,she gets on these power trips!Crazy!But anyway me and matt just
ignore and have our own fun playing tricks on the woman.Anyway got the day off tommorrow and i
need 2 find something 2 keep me busy... Might do an extra art course at the folk house,you know for
the UCAS UK foreigner blog
I asked the coach driver what was going on.Did we need a passport to visit Manchester?He replied:
It's because there are so many immigrants nowadays.I think this was my cue.I was meant to
reply:"Yeah!Bloody foreigners!Round the bastards up and ship 'em back home!" But I didn't say that.I
consider the current anti-immigration hysteria as the most dangerous example of what David Icke calls 
Problem-Reaction-Solution.In fact the very situation and the driver's statement is proof of that! UK foreigner blog
So Vince Cable is back in the news again.He must have said something interesting and by jove I think he certainly has.The PM today will talk about immigration and what his plans are to stop those nasty foreigners coming over here stealing all our jobs and women and making it difficult for a good British boy to earn a wage and find a lady.Is that the PM or the BNP speaking?

UK foreigner blog

ha.ha.ha.ilove it.when you're told to give someone a chance when you meet them.even though you
know you'd rather be sitting in a pile of rotting corpses than with them.and then you do.and they turn
out to be 100 times worse.the satisfaction felt is immense.fucking foreigner.i knew i'd be right. UK foreigner blog

I slagged Charlie all night about the Celtic score and I could tell he was getting pissed off.I was trying
to get Bajram to join in,but he doesn't know which team he's meant to support...silly foreigner.Me and
Chris were getting fired into these burds but kept getting funny bes from others in the club.I got lucky
and took one to a hotel room. UK foreigner blog

note 2 self,must check when coach leaves.then shall return to the lutonian land where i shall go
clubbing on a monday night for the first time in a few months on a monday night and get fucked.staff
party on wednesday, update shall definately follow as there are hot foreigners there and chances be
good.gold is now snoring exceedingly loudly so im going 2 sleep at 4:23 in the morning. UK foreigner blog
Just as handsome as I remembered, but much much healthier.I wanted to point out that he was the one
who'd walked into shop asking for a job, but opted for a smile instead.A much less brittle one.I
couldn't remember the last time I'd volunteered such a smile.I can't say I never thought about the
tall,thin foreigner who I invited into my coffee shop so long ago.I can't say I thought about him all the
time, but I didn't erase him from my memory either.How could you erase such beautiful eyes? UK foreigner blog



sure where trafalgar square was which was a madness act in itself in the fact that cragi had gone the
complete other end of the road we were on and had to alk back to meet us andh is vision ain;t da best
so in da end gabi wasl ike screamign t him so he could find us lol. We got back to trafalgar and gabi
decided that it would be fun to talk to some random foreigners for a while... UK foreigner blog
The Government's flagship policy for dealing with terror suspects in the community, the control orders
regime which imposes long curfews and other restrictions, is unlikely to be used against these 20 men
after being undermined by a House of Lords ruling last month.Two more convicted terrorists who are
due to be released from prison are illegal immigrants who cannot be deported because under human
rights rules their homeland is considered to be unsafe. UK immigrant press

Employers of illegal immigrants can be hit with big fines - up to £10,000 per person - but if you
deliberately employ an illegal worker you could face criminal prosecution. It is the legal responsibility
of all employers to check that employees have the right to work in the UK UK immigrant press

It also cost the UK Border Agency £43million last year to return illegals to their home countries. The
bill was made up of £27.5million for removal expenses and £16million on the scheme where illegal
immigrants and failed asylum seekers are effectively paid to return home UK immigrant press

Storm over race killers' sentences.Five skinheads who kicked a black immigrant to death were jailed
for between two and four years yesterday. UK immigrant press

An illegal immigrant who used a false passport to work illegally in the UK has been jailed for a
year.Abram Olalere, 38, originally from Nigeria, used the fake document to get into the UK and to get
a job. UK immigrant press
An illegal immigrant has demanded to be flown home after saying he was fed up with British people, because they are "rude and unfriendly". Mokhtar Tabet, who has been given a home, food and free travel around London, claims his local council has breached his human rights by 

UK immigrant press

The prosecution followed a 9-month investigation of into a suspected plot to help 8 people enter the
UK via Heathrow Airport. In each case, the illegal immigrants arrived in the UK without passports and 
claimed asylum as Afghans. UK immigrant press
Disable pensioner Michael Mullen faces being extradited to Italy if he is found guilty of an offence
which is alleged to have happened 11 years ago.The former truck driver fears he could face up to 20
years in prison if he is found to have smuggled illegal immigrants into the country for money.And
now, Mr Mullen, who currently lives with his partner in Cheadle, has been told he will have to stand
trial at an Italian court for the offence, which is alleged to have happened in 1999. UK immigrant press

A lot of their operations centre on restaurants and takeaways opening in the evenings,where
immigrants can be found working illegally,often for cheap pay.These law-breakers could be students
or tourists who failed to go home,illegal immigrants who have sneaked past border controls,or asylum
seekers who do not have permission to work in the UK. UK immigrant press

Eventually Mr Williams was told the squad was acting on a tip-off and searching for illegal
immigrants. The officials proceeded to question Mr Williams while they conducted a thorough search
of the building

UK immigrant press

'We base UK Border Agency officers in Calais so that we can stop illegal immigrants like these men
before they even get to the UK.'Increasingly sophisticated attempts are being made to try to smuggle
people into the UK so, as well as dogs like Benji, our officers use heartbeat detectors and carbon
dioxide probes to find people hiding in lorries.' UK immigrant press

“We have hundreds of UK Border Agency officers based at our juxtaposed controls in France and
Belgium,carrying out checks to stop illegal immigrants before they get to the UK.”He added: “Since
January this year we have stopped over 14,000 individual attempts to cross the channel illegally and
have searched over 400,000 freight vehicles – checking that they are not harbouring illegal migrants. UK immigrant press
Later they visit another takeaway restaurant in Mold.They adopt the same drill, a briefing on the
location,who is thought to be there,entrances and exits,and park up at the back,leaving an officer to
ensure nobody comes out that way. This time the workers are all bona-fide.Checks prove they are
legitimate.The banter between them is genial while the team carry out their work.It finishes another
night’s work in the battle to curtail illegal immigrants who shouldn’t be in the UK. UK immigrant press

Mr Calemyn believes that Ostend's location as a continental road and rail hub for travel and freight is
attracting illegal immigrants."Ostend is the perfect place for refugees to try and reach Britain,"he
said."Illegal immigrants can easily make it to Ostend,where they try to get on board a lorry or a ship." UK immigrant press



Migrants are costing Britain £5billion a year and the government is handing over more than
£200million a year to charities and local councils to care for refugees and illegal immigrants. That's a
tenfold increase since 1997. New data from the Treasury shows migrants now take £4.5billion a year
out of the UK economy and send it home. UK immigrant press

Laid on the sofa for a while,then met his family;his parents and his sister in all day,didn't do much.Had
a laugh,some kid outside shouted;"Come back here you little fat immigrant!"Was funny. Stayed in.Met
Darren (Rollie) at 4pm outside the Skerry,went to buy some alcohol.Then went to the bunker,but then
went back to Scotty's cuz it was cold.Stayed in,Andrew came over too.Drank for a while. UK immigrant blog
Then we'll have true peace.In court earlier, the prosecuting attorney general said Valus,a Polish
immigrant,driven by contempt for communism, and Derby- Lewis, right wing conservative party
activist,had committed a cold blooded, premeditated and abhorrent crime.Society,he
insisted,demanded their destruction.The judge agreed.Before handing down the death sentence,he
asked if the two men had anything to say. UK immigrant blog
My nagging suspicion that I am living in a nation full of lunatics has powerful vindication in non-UK
clarification,the police arrested an Algerian immigrant last week.This chap was a bit unhinged,and
gacked a load of do-it-yourself bomb making instructions from some survivalist wacko's website in
Palo Alto,California.We then had to endure a week of hysterical ranting from the press and from the
politicians.Al Qaeda have arrived in our backyard.Vote for me or die.Let's kill all the darkies.  UK immigrant blog

Fucking immigrants coming here and not working!Fuck you all!Go home. UK immigrant blog

Another of my uncles has only just received a visa to stay in this country - until the end of last year,he
was just another Afghani illegal immigrant struggling with an impossible system.My grandma was
personal secretary to Lady Baden-Powell and married my grandfather in the Chapel at Hampton Court
Palace.My Dad was one of the first people who attended Cambridge without Latin.  UK immigrant blog

its ok everyone saying let the illegal immigrants stay but if they are illegal are they paying taxes or
working cheap for cash,and they say we will do the job cheaper than a uk worker and then they are
living rough and sending all there money home UK immigrant blogThe case brought into the public eye the scandalous international trade-known as people trafficking-in
which women and children are brought from less developed countries to work in Western Europe as
sex slaves.At present the UK gives no particular protection for women in these circumstances,and they
are treated as illegal immigrants and deported without any support.Their home communities may not
accept such women back, and with no alternative means of surviving,they may be re-trafficked or
forced to become sex workers in their own countries. UK immigrant blog
Iam Irish,and Living in London,which makes me a legal immigrant.Law is only law if it is enforced.You either sort out your systems and remove every illegal immigrant and then allow more immigration in an organised way, or you get real and normalise people who have no criminality,and who have been supporting themselves for 5 years!I pay taxes in the UK and this funds chav's who dont want to work

UK immigrant blog

im pleading that the Queen shuld grant the illegal immigrants to remain to stay.God bless the Queen. UK immigrant blog
I hate arabs and pakis.I think it's the indian in my blood.Go back to your dirt eating 3rd world country fucking immigrants

UK immigrant blog

Welcome to Britain!illegal immigrants are criminals" Mt? Illegal immigrants break the law by
illegally entering a country.Ergo,they are criminals. Worse still, they taint the name and status of legal
immigrants.Those who think illegal immigration a victimless crime? Twist that one around, why don't
you. UK immigrant blog

The City is full of paki's.The country is become full of them as well.They are impolite,rude,and
making this country dirty.Just because there country's are at the bottom of the bucket,doesn't mean
they can just move to England to claim of tax payers money and treat the country like shit.I fucking
hate them. Move back to your skank hole you fucking immigrants UK immigrant blog

illegal immigrants are criminals. Illegal immigrants break the law by illegally entering a country. Ergo, 
they are criminals. Worse still, they taint the name and status of legal immigrants.Those who think
illegal immigration a victimless crime? Twist that one around, why don't you. UK immigrant blog

I'm an immigrant. My family came over here in the late 70s and, like most immigrants, have worked
hard ever since to make a life for ourselves. But, we're white European immigrants so we seem to be
much better tolerated than immigrants of other races. It makes me sick. UK immigrant blog



Having to deport illegal immigrants will cost the economy so much not to mention enriching the
pockets of those who exploit these people. UK immigrant blog

Welcome to Britain! Immigrants are criminals". Illegal immigrants break the law by illegally entering
a country. Ergo, they are criminals. Worse still, they taint the name and status of legal immigrants.
Those who think illegal immigration a victimless crime? Twist that one around, why don't you. UK immigrant blog

Personally i blame tony blair and our crappy government who seem to be pretty much inviting illegal
immigrants into the country,why they get housed and fed the true citizens get shit on,well that's my
moan out of the way for a while =) UK immigrant blog

I think illegal immigrants are human like everyone else and in my understanding who has been here
for few years and more,the best thing to do is,just allow them to stay in the countrie and let them
support work and i am sure they will support uk as they like working hard. please. UK immigrant blog

Upto a fifth of killers in the UK are foreigners,mostly Polish,Nepalese, Somalian and Sri Lankan, a
report said on Monday.Out of 371 individuals accused or convicted of murder or manslaughter last
year, 79 were from abroad -- more than 21 per cent, The Daily Mail said in a report. UK foreigner press

In recent years there have been several high-profile outrages by foreigners.These include hit-and-run
Iraqi Aso Mohammed Ibrahi, 33 (see left); David Bieber, the US bouncer who shot dead PC Ian
Broadhurst in Leeds in 2003 and Roberto Malasi, an Angolan who shot dead a woman at a christening
party in Peckham, south-east London, in 2005, then knifed a pastor’s daughter. UK foreigner press
We go to Brighton.There is not the same problem there."Another lad says:"When foreigners come to our country,we treat them with respect and kindness as a guest.We don't feel that here."A girl called Hala, 22, tells me:"The Arab students have designer clothes and mobiles."Some locals don't have much money and are jealous. They see these boys 

UK foreigner press
It is thought the McCanns may have been shown photographs of known paedophiles, possibly passed to the Portuguese police by their British counterparts,and asked if they had seen them.Several suspicious incidents in the area were given added importance ami foreigner had been photographing his daughter in the nearby town of Sagres was carefully examined but any link was ruled out.Massive media coverage and an extraordinary family-led publicity campaign spread awareness of the case across the world.

UK foreigner press

One in every five murders or manslaughters in England and Wales is committed by a foreigner ,police 
figures revealed.In one area of London,the figure is one in three. UK foreigner press

A foreigner arrested last week in Glasgow in connection with a failed Stockholm suicide bombing in
December has been charged with terrorism offences, Scottish police said on Monday. UK foreigner press

The Daily Mail claimed yesterday that "nearly every one of 1.67m jobs created since 1997 has gone to
a foreigner" Conservative immigration spokesman Damian Green claimed that there were almost
730,000 fewer British-born workers in the private sector than in 1997. UK foreigner press

Foreigners will be expected to leave the country if they fail to take citizenship or apply to settle
permanently,as the Government seeks to end the situation where migrants “languish in limbo” having
been allowed to stay UK foreigner press

The shocking statistics show a steady increase in the foreign crime wave even in urban areas where
immigrants have settled for years.Arrests of foreigners by the Metropolitan Police increased from
24,264 in 2008 to 58,870 in 2010 – up 143 per cent. UK foreigner press
A THIRD of drink-drivers in some parts of Britain are foreigners, according to shocking new figures –
and the proportion is rising.In Lincolnshire – which has seen one of the largest influxes of Eastern
Europeans – 32 per cent of motorists found by police to be over the legal limit since April were born
overseas. In 2009, the figure was 26 per cent.The findings mirror the experiences of other regions
across the country. UK foreigner pressMr Wood says the French continue to think that the British are largely to blame for the situation. They
believe that Britain's generous welfare benefits attract foreigners from all over the world and that they
use their country as a base to get to the UK, where they will claim asylum or else disappear into the
black economy.

UK foreigner press



Seven years ago,when Dave first arrived,a foreigner on the pavement singing,or selling paintings mass-
produced in Hong Kong, was a novelty. UK foreigner press

From 1 February 2005,the rules governing marriage change for foreign nationals "subject to
immigration control" -people who do not have complete and open residency in the UK.In essence,the
law now says foreign nationals who want to marry,be it to a British citizen or another foreigner ,will 
now need government approval. UK foreigner press

FILM-maker GUY RITCHIE has blasted foreigners who buy properties in the UK - even though his
American wife MADONNA has SEVEN. Guy, 39, claims house prices have been forced up and Brits
can now barely afford to live here.But he and Madonna, 49, live in a £7million house in posh
Belgravia, West London. UK foreigner press
In the past 30 years much of Britain’s manufacturing industry has gone bust, been sold off to
foreigners or simply ceased trading. According to a recently published Office of Fair Trading report
nearly 40 per cent of the nation’s economic infrastructure is foreign owned. Yet the latest figures
suggest that British manufacturing is on course for its best year since the mid-Nineties and that it is
helping to lead the UK out of recession.

UK foreigner press

10 great British brands sold off to foreigners.Tate & Lyle was bought this week by American Sugar
Refining. Donna Werbner takes a be at other iconic British brands that no longer have the right to call
themselves 'British'. UK foreigner press

"Mrs Wilson said:"I was very upset.Her letter upset me very much.It seems she is now of the view she
is never going to get out of prison.She is very down and upset."Mrs Wilson,of Perth,Scotland,remains
convinced of her sister's innocence."She has always told the truth.But she asks who is going to believe
her,when he is an Egyptian and she is a foreigner? UK foreigner press

Eriksson will no longer be national coach after the World Cup this summer.Many journalists
prominent in the English media are against having a foreigner in charge of the national team - even
though none of the managers of the top five Premiership is English. UK foreigner pressOne of the things which initially confuses foreigners living in the UK is its class system, which is a
curious British affectation. Entry to the upper class echelons is rooted in birthright and ill-bred upstarts 
with pots of ‘new’ money (particularly foreigners with unpronounceable names), find they’re unable to
possess.v entry to the most exclusive clubs and homes of England (even when they’re seriously rich).
Many Britons are obsessed with class and for some, maintaining or improving their position on the
social ladder is a full-time occupation (the ultimate aim being to acquire a knighthood or peerage) UK foreigner press

But Dave has a complaint:"Tokyo's getting crowded with foreigners,"he says."It's hard to find a
space.There are a lot of buskers now."The Ginza and bustling Shinjuku and Shipossess.va stations
were Dave's oyster. UK foreigner press

According to Migration Watch, a lobby group, two-thirds of the immigrants who have turned up in
Britain since the mid-1990s have come to London. London's net gain of foreigners, after taking into
account those who left as well as those who came, was 120,000 in 2000. And that's just the legal ones. UK foreigner press

Critics blame the Government's failure to deport foreign criminals.Recent cases have involved
foreigners who had already been convicted of robbery and assault but were allowed to remain after
serving their sentences. UK foreigner press

He thought Mr Gagarin,being a foreigner,would be nothing like the people in Manchester - but when
he saw him,it was apparent he did not UK foreigner press
One in ten British soldiers is a foreigner,shock new figures have revealed.The UK's new foreign legion
includes just under 6,800 overseas squaddies in the Army,plus a further 3,000 Gurkhas from
Nepal.That means ten per cent of the 100,000 soldiers serving under the Union Flag are from other
countries.And there are another 570 foreigners in the Royal Navy,with 50 more in the RAF.The
numbers have rocketed in recent years. UK foreigner press
He is determined to find better ways to recruit and develop talented women.Yet when he and other top
men at GE are asked why the company has only one foreigner on its 19-member board of
directors,they insist that this is no obstacle to making the company truly global.Instead they tick off
the names of influential foreigners in GE's hierarchy and cite the company's large international sales
and profit figures. UK foreigner pressMANY British hotels, restaurants and attractions are overpriced and lack quality, a Lonely Planet
guide said yesterday.The UK may be a bargain for foreigners because of the weak economy.But
Britons are in danger of being forced abroad next year, said David Else in the Great Britain guide out
today.

UK foreigner press



It´s always the foreigners causing all the trouble!Taking our jobs,wives,cars and the better animals
away from us who pay taxes.And on top of that, they speak strangely with cloven tongues and refuse
to think and be like us. Italian campanilismo is the best solution.To each village their own president
but not too high towers overtowering ours,please.Also, nuns should be force-dressed in short skirts to
teach them some sensible feminism. UK foreigner blog

Here are some things I noticed about Thailand:Everyone, from "tuk-tuk" drivers to market vendors to
tourist "advice" staff will try and rip the "farangs" - foreigners, that's you - off. If you show any sign of
recognising this and saying no, they get grumpy.There are a million people keen to separate you from
your money. UK foreigner blog

today was a blast from the past,it was me,Chels,Cassie and Reeny all in the park outside my house just
like old times when we used to go up to Devon and Cornwall,it was well fun,we rescued these
foreigners from these youths tryna beat them up we felt well cool UK foreigner blog

foreigners work for less money.they don’t expect to go through the books they are willing to work the
kinds of hours we’d rather not.sometimes i think that they are doing the jobs that a lot of us Irish won’t 
do anyway UK foreigner blog
Foreigners are taking our jobs whether by immigration to our lands (plumbers, painters, electricians
etc..)or whether by the manufacturing and service work having gone overseas,and now being
imported.Made in China and no longer Made in Birmingham is the label.This is a complete economic
disaster for our country.We import more than we can afford.The life blood of this nation is being
drained day by day. UK foreigner blog
If we left the EU (a key part of my manifesto),would a lot of foreign workers suddenly change status from 'legal' to 'illegal'?Sure,if foreigners commit a serious crime (including Islamism)and are arrested,by all means boot them out without any back chat(even if they are 'legal'),but what about those who have never claimed benefits,worked hard and supported themselves somehow,never committed a crimemaybe even got married and had children who are at school?How would you identify them

UK foreigner blog

All foreigners who commit a crime should be deported and not sent to prision as we are keeping them
which is then making less space for the other people who commit a crime.If they don't know any
English or do not work they should learn and train in their own country before coming to the UK or
going into any other country. UK foreigner blog

If all these murders are committed by "a foreigner" let's find out which one it is and export him. UK foreigner blog

England is not the same country that I knew when I was little, they've ruined it now by letting all these
foreigners in, they let them take over! It feels like England doesn't belong to the English,these
foreigners come over here and act like they own the place, they should live by our ways and if they
don't like it they should go back home! UK foreigner blog

This morning,however,I had the misfortune to overhear a conversation between him and his stall
buddies."Don't see many of those foreigners around now, do you? Nah, gone home, haven't they?
"Yeah, that's what they do. Come here, claim benefits, set up a bank account, and then take it all home
again.Bleed the system dry. "Yeah, they'll never stay the winter. UK foreigner blog

Something that puzzles me is why whenever I watch an interview with a foreigner on the BBC the
spoken translations are with accents!It's the same with Hollywood movies though.Even if the
characters are supposedly speaking their native language they have accents. UK foreigner blog
MOST SENSIBLE Countries in the world already limit foreigners `taking over` FOR GOOD
REASON. As a school such as the one mentioned; I would say about 10% foreign students should be
acceptable; while the UK (or ANY other country) should only Allow a foreign percentage of less than
5%. At that LIMIT; if Any of em break the law, they should be thrown out. Ignore statistics at your
peril. UK foreigner blog

Thankfully everything was like £120, which is just a price that a student will be at then proceed to
break into hysterics at the thought of purchasing said item.Starbucks etc. only seem to employ
foreigners.This doesn't bother me at all because if boys with sexy french accents serve me then I find
this quite pleasing.Except for the fact that I can't stop staring at them. UK foreigner blog

British hate foreigners mainly because they come to the UK and take low-paid jobs causing a great
British unemployment rate.Some of them also come to the UK and claim benefits, council housing etc
when they have not contributed to NI UK foreigner blog

And then there are the foreigners.I am so sorry that I have to refer to foreigners in general,but I am
more pissed at a certain group of them:Those who push others just so that they could get on the bloody 
train. UK foreigner blog



This country that is called the UK is like a muzzled bulldog,don't upset the foreigner,don't upset the
non white.We have become a nation of powderpuffs, once this nation ruled the world. Now we are
laughed at around the world for our tolerance and hatred of our own indigenous population. The
quallity of life in Britain is about 40th in the world despite having the 4th strongest economy, UK RIP. UK foreigner blog

I grew up in the UK and never expected that I would want to emigrate but now I am counting the days
until I can get out of the country. This is no longer my country I almost feel like a foreigner 
now.Strange that I will be doing the same thing if I head for another country UK foreigner blog

We got chinese workers who cant speak a word of english and polish workers who just talk in their
tongue....You go in to shops cafe s etc they cant understand us or each other cos they different
nationalities..You feel like a foreigner in your own country… UK foreigner blog

Seems like the English are leaving the city of London and moving to the countryside 'cause London
looks terrible today with all these foreigners and Muslims crowding its streets.the English can be quite
disapproving towards outsiders UK foreigner blog
That is the source of the problems in this countryIMPORTED GOODSnot imported people,we
produce very little in this country anymore except racists because everybody was and is happy to buy
cheap imports.Your car is imported and your TV.Even if you have a car built in.Even the manager of
the countries football club is a foreigner, as are the top football players in this country.WE sold
ourselves out so don't blame the foreigners! UK foreigner blogWell say I moved and lived in Gambia.I'd be able vote there would I?No.You've got ta be a resident of
there.If I lived there I mean and bought a house.Well no,not necessary.You're classed as a foreigner .As 
an Englishman.So all these Pakistanis and they can't vote?They're re once no.If they but they come to
live here don't they? Well that's what I mean, if I went to live in Gambia.And I bought a house Ah but
you've got a British passport.You're not a resident of Gambia.You're a British they don't know. And
you can vote loads of times there. UK foreigner blogBitter fans made posters of Mr Rahal holding signs saying "Will drive for food " and "I need tickets.
"Nine of the first ten qualifiers in this year's race were born outside the United States.So were seven of
the first ten finishers.The foreigner who created most excitement was England's Nigel Mansell.The
current Formula One champion is leading in the Indy Car season competition,finding the success in
his first year that has eluded Michael Andretti, the 1991 Indy-car champion, in his foray into Formula
One racing UK foreigner press

But teaching foreigners is a thriving business.Overseas students pump at least £10 billion a year into
the economy. UK foreigner press

Volunteer groups say the presence of foreigners can calm things down,and encourage Israeli soldiers
to moderate their behaviour.Last year,during the Israeli reoccupation of West Bank cities,Shane
Dabrowski,a 30-year-old paramedic from Alberta,volunteered to help the Palestinian Red Crescent
Society rescue people from Jenin. UK foreigner press

Our foreigners are the envy of the world,a conveyor belt of silky African midfielders and Brazilians
who occasionally do something flash but otherwise spend a lot of time wagging a gloved finger at the
ref or being substituted. UK foreigner press

Only narrow minded ignorant pigs hate foreigners. My own opinion is that we are all human beings
and I make decisions on people based on how they conduct themselves rather than where they come
from UK foreigner blogI like working with foreigners,Andrea's just filled a huge table with fruit and nuts and cake and
chocolate,because in Switzerland thats what they do on the 6th(Sorry, what Santa does on the 6th).She
did threaten to birch those who hadn't been good,but she didn't turn up with one,so thats OK.Cake
made from ground poppy seeds and dried fruit from our Polish girl was surprisingly nice,though
something of a shock when you think its chocolate, so now we're all happy here from the opium!I'll
pass on my lunch today. UK foreigner blog

You will learn a great deal from the foreigners you meet.Don't do something silly just to get back at
your mate. UK foreigner blogThis was a really good plan until we realised we had no food and 3 tabs which could probably last
about a 10 minute walk...so we realeased the real caroline within us all and turned into mooching
chavs.We all kinda split up and went on a propa tab mish liek...and over-all we got about 30 tabs and
some foreigners which were totally switzerlish.they needed somewhere to camp and this was again
where our plan came into play...LEAZES - so we walked the switzerlish up to leazes so they
could...well to be honest i dont know what they wanted or why they were in newcastle but that doesnt UK foreigner blog

Add the fact that it is easier for immigrants who arrive here to claim benefits, get council housing and
access health and education services for themselves and their children and it becomes clear why
Britain is a target for migrants UK immigrant press



"We find they certainly do add to production, but they also add in virtually the same proportion to
population."The benefit of mass migration to each individual member of society was "trivial", Sir
Andrew added.He said the main beneficiaries were the immigrants themselves, who were able to send
home about £10m each day. UK immigrant press

Immigrants move to places where workers are needed:in Liverpool,for instance,where jobs are scarce
and are about to get scarcer,you are likely to find Liverpudlians working in Costa and Pret and
cleaning hotel rooms. UK immigrant press
Several more European countries are considering adopting such systems,and the European
Commission will be issuing proposed"legislation"along similar lines in September 2007.Clearly,more
and more countries are deciding that admitting immigrants selected for the education and
qualifications the receiving economies need, and can presumptively benefit from,is a good economic
and labor market policy for both the short and the longer term UK immigrant press

But workers against racism say a former prison is the wrong place.He says it's a symbol of the
governments way of treating immigrants. UK immigrant press

Britain can do little to reduce the flow of immigrants from the other 26 EU member states. In future it
will be able to do even less if Bulgaria goes through with its plan to issue 500,000 passports to citizens
of non-member countries; and if the new EU rule that guarantees immigrants the right to all welfare
benefits accorded to native populations proves a magnet for immigrants. UK immigrant press

More than a million British passports have been issued to immigrants over the past decade according
to new Government figures.The 1,020,510 total - an average of 102,000 every year - means an
immigrant is granted British citizenship every five minutes.That equates to 12 people being approved
for citizenship every hour, the Conservatives said, based on staff working round the clock UK immigrant press

But workers against racism say a former prison is the wrong place.He says it's a symbol of the
governments way of treating immigrants.It's hardly surprising that there's an increase in racist attacks
and murders when the message from the top is that immigrants are criminals UK immigrant press

But he thinks that no one will ever believe him.He's just an immigrant and works in an off-licence,and
he is dealing with Norman Lamont and very big company,so what can he do? "Last night Thresher's
Jayne Bridges admitted it was extremely strange that Mr Onanuga still claimed he served Mr
Lamont."I have absolutely no idea why he should make this up,"she added. UK immigrant press
I'm not a racist, but I'm pissed off I couldn't get a job in two different cities in the last two years
because immigrants have taken all the easy accessible jobs and leaving us with benefits. They've even
taken the Social Housing which has been corrupted by them. I believe if you come to this country you
should be able to afford your own housing, or live in a hostile for several years like us British do and
have experience in a trade. It's not fair. UK immigrant blog

It is a fact that immigrants cause a significantly disproportionate amount of crime per head of
population.A report I read the other day stated that one is arrested every four hours in Britain. UK immigrant blog

Kick the immigrants out of this country!all of them. UK immigrant blogSecondly,if the BNP/British Nazi Group EVER get into power(and i will leave this nation if they
do)they will not just throw out a large,active part of the British workforce.But they will infringe on
EVERY SINGLE ONE of your liberties.Sure they'll ship the immigrants back to their original
nations,but whats going to happen once they send us to war?What about when the nazi's take away the
vote.Will you whine then?You wont have the fucking right,you wanted them in,you fucking live with
it. UK immigrant blog

This country is being swamped by immigrants! Wake up people UK immigrant blog
The prime minister will argue today that those countries that reform should get more cash and more access to European markets.He will be fighting France and the Mediterranean countries who tend to see their neighbours as the source of unwanted immigrants rather than trading partners"And I'm sure Frau Merkel will be more than happy to get her cheque book out, yet again.Not...And if the French and the Med countries dont want the immigrants,I'm sure the British will feel them all with open arms.We have got 

UK immigrant blog

Immigrants fill a vital role in society by undertaking all the shitty jobs that British people are too
lazy/proud to do UK immigrant blog



We cannot control immigrants from the EU - no country in the EU can. We HAVE to accept them, just
as if you wanted to work in Germany or Spain they'd have to accept you. Whether that is right or not is 
a different matter, but at the moment there is nothing we can do about it. UK immigrant blog

Well,an “immigrant” is technically someone who has already gained citizenship after arriving from
another country.So, you can’t really “deport” them. You could only strip them of their citizenship —
but that would have to be for something REALLY bad,like if they were an old Nazi who ran a
concentration camp or something. UK immigrant blog
Immigrants are not interested in the big multicultural plan!!!!theyareonly interested in their survival and procreation,just as we are too.BUT as this is our land,and they were not invited!!!!

UK immigrant blog

This country is a great place to live and people should stop fucking whinging.The things that are
wrong with this country cannot be blamed solely on immigrants and I'm sick to death of all the
immigrant bashing that goes on. UK immigrant blog
I think that both Civil Partnerships and marriage should be available to everyone,regardless of sexual
orientation,and then they could choose what kind of commitment they want to make.Firm
accountant:"I agree.I can't see why gays shouldn't be allowed to marry,and I think we'll get there,but
it'll take a while yet.Maybe 40 years.of course,if we had less immigrants we'd probably get there
quicker,bearing in mind their social attitudes." UK immigrant blog
In France we are approaching our presidential elections,and never have battles about Islam and society, Immigration and jobs raged more violently.I know that I have preferential treatment compared with other second generation French people.I be European M  immigrant,and my mother the daughter of immigrants.

UK immigrant blog

Immigrants have invaded England,and the English won’t do anything about it.There is more rich English than poor, and rich are happy with the cheap labour and property owners are happy to rent out their shytholes to immigrants. UK immigrant blog

She's fucking ugly. She looks like a little Troll. Fucking immigrants! GO HOME!!! UK immigrant blog
What happened to the Brits who once did such work? Some got better jobs.Others claimed benefits.Many left London.Over the past 20 years,far more British-born workers left the capital for the provinces each year than arrived – a net outflow between 2001 an we’re a city of immigrants now – and why I don’t see Cameron’s dog whistle to narky provincial voters making much difference to us.

UK immigrant blog

interesting fact - ive started to tan at an unbelievable rate.starting to look like an immigrant - better get
a hair cut. cant wait til august - newquy AND reading all rolled into one super-tastic month (its a
word!). UK immigrant blog

Haha,I'm not a slut so I don't appreciate looks and stares from older guys i mean im talking about that
guy who looks like an immigrant.i dont think i like him UK immigrant blog

I just read an article about how 1 out of 5 killers is an immigrant and that was the straw that broke the
camel's back. Wouldn't that mean 4 out of 5 is a local. UK immigrant blog

The strategic plan identifies the need to respond to our diversity with innovative service delivery
options, and respond to the needs of vulnerable residents.York Region has been involved in a number
of initiatives to help immigrants integrate into our communities.This report is a tool that can be used to 
respond to needs and enhance initiatives. UK immigrant press

As this report shows,recent immigrants in York Region bring with them many attributes-they are
generally well educated and highly skilled.Immigrants come to York Region from many different parts
of the world, adding greatly to the cultural and social richness of our communities. UK immigrant pressHowever,the majority of Poles who came to Reading during the mid-nineties are staying, according to
Andrzej Ostapko, who runs a massage and hydrotherapy business in Slough and set up a web portal
for the Polish community."Sure, we are seeing the impact of the redundancies and some of us who
could not speak English went home,"he says."But those still here are more settled and integrated.Our
friends are getting married to local people and immigrants from elsewhere – Africa and other
places."Polish workers increasingly appear to be putting down roots outside defined pockets such as UK immigrant press



The welfare system is paid for by taxes and most of the immigrants from countries such as Poland pay
into the system unlike millions of UK born scroungers it appears to me you are the one who hasn’t put
any serious thought whatsoever into this racist question. UK immigrant blog

Immigrants and British people are doing low paid jobs.The disproportionate amount of immigrants
working at my local Tesco proves it, along with my last parking ticket, the guy that sweeps the road
outside my house and the people who killed and packed the chicken sold in Tescos. UK immigrant blog

Blaming immigrants for all of society's evils is just plain lazy and fucking stupid. Whatever problems
there are in society can never be entirely laid at the door of one group of people UK immigrant blog

This is probably due to the large immigration issue in our country and some people want them
"out".Everyone is entitled to their opinion, but from what i can remember, since ive been a wee little
lad in London,there have ALWAYS been immigrants.There have ALWAYS been asians in Post
Offices.There have ALWAYS been Chinese take-a-ways.So there complain is frankly null-void. UK immigrant blog

This is a nation of immigrants,has been for hundreds if not thousands of years. How, pray tell, do
racist fuckers like the BNP propose to define "Britishness"? How many generations does one have to
go back to count? UK immigrant blog

A MIGRANT crime wave has seen the number of foreigners arrested in Britain almost double in three
years, police revealed yesterday.Their figures show that in 2010 more than 91,234 non-British
nationals were arrested over crimes including murder, burglary and sexual offences.Only 51,899
foreigners were detained in 2008 – signalling a shocking increase of 76 per cent over three years. UK foreigner press

The number of foreigners arrested in the UK has risen by nearly 20 per cent in a year, new figures
revealed last night. UK foreigner press

The number of foreigners who came to Britain on student visas rose by a third to more than 300,000
last year,prompting renewed warnings last night of a loophole in immigration law. UK foreigner pressWhen Anglo-Saxon England met its bloody end on the battlefield of Hastings in 1066, yet another
flood of foreigners swept in:the Norman French.They too were resented by the original inhabitants,as
newcomers often are,but what they brought was positive in the extreme: civic order in the form of a
tough, efficient, centralised government (the feudal system), access to the opening currents of
architecture and literature in Europe and a language which eventually merged with Anglo-Saxon to
give English its wonderful richness of vocabulary. UK foreigner press

So,yeah I got the job and I'm just gonna take it!I'll say to them in august that I'm goin to university and
it was a last minute decision haha!They all seem way nice and I'm workin in the languages bit so with
a bunch of foreigners wayhey haha!anyways I have nothin of interest to say just thought i'd update UK foreigner blog
I'm not bothered about the identity of private schools. Most of these rich foreigners will go back to
their homeland once they've completed their education and while they're here, their families contribute
to the economy with their wealth. Plus WE don't pay for their education. It's the FAR greater number
of poor foreigners who come here, take places in public schools that the taxpayer pays for, and the
benefits their families receive that bothers me UK foreigner blog

BRITAIN was bracing itself for a fresh wave of immigrants last night as around 1,000 North African
refugees set up camps near the Eurostar station in Paris.The Tunisian and Libyan migrants say they
will head to England because of a crackdown by French authorities. UK immigrant press

An army of illegal immigrants is heading for Britain.Belgium's maritime police have intercepted
almost 300 people seeking to stowaway on ferries travelling from Ostend to Ramsgate in the first six
months of this year, a 400 per cent increase on the same period last year. UK immigrant press

A leaked Home Office memo disclosed earlier this year that the points-based immigration system was
allowing “large numbers” of illegal immigrants to slip into Britain on student visas. UK immigrant press

The research confirmed the vast majority of immigrants continued to settle in London or south-east
England. UK immigrant press



High numbers of immigrants came to Scotland in 2004,attracted by low real estate
pricesandhighemploymentopportunities.According to the Ernst & Young Scottish ITEM Club summer
update,the healthier outbe from Scottish consumers compared with the rest of the UK is continuing to
buoy the Scottish economy relative to the UK in the short term. UK immigrant press

The number of illegal immigrants caught attempting to enter Britain from the Belgian port of Ostend
has increased fourfold in the past year. UK immigrant press

A group of illegal immigrants risked freezing to death by hiding in a cargo of feta cheese.The 13
Afghans,three Iranians and a Pakistani, endured sub-zero conditions on a lorry which was going to
Neasden.The men were found by UK Border Agency officers at Calais using sniffer dogs and
heartbeat detectors.They were handed over to French police,while the lorry continued its journey UK immigrant press
Take it from your average working Joe,majority of immigrants are doing the lower paid jobs working
on farms in factorys etc.Unfortunately this is keeping wages low since companys know there is no
shortage of workers.But yes,the ones working in NHS hospitals wether they are cleaners or higher up i
think they do drive the standards down and the langauge issues faced is terrible.You would think a
hospital of all places is the one place English langauge,reading and writing skills is a must have. UK immigrant blog

I read a news article on the BBC's web-site that reported on David Cameron's recent speech on what
the government proposes to do about the numbers of immigrants entering the UK today. As ever it was
masterful piece of political obfuscation UK immigrant blog

A MIGRANT crime wave has seen the number of foreigners arrested in Britain almost double in three
years, police revealed yesterday.Their figures show that in 2010 more than 91,234 non-British
nationals were arrested over crimes including murder, burglary and sexual offences.Only 51,899
foreigners were detained in 2008 – signalling a shocking increase of 76 per cent over three years. UK foreigner press

According to the Daily Telegraph,over 2 million foreigners are now working in the UK,which is a
75% increase in workers from abroad in the last six years. UK foreigner press
Compulsory powers to fingerprint and photograph 700,000 foreigners a year who live in Britain as
part of the national identity card scheme were announced yesterday by the home secretary, John Reid,
as the scope of what critics see as a future Big Brother state became clearer.

UK foreigner press

ALMOST 1.8million foreigners have set up home in London over the past decade, says a report
published today.The capital feeld more migrants than any other UK city between 1998 and 2007. UK foreigner press
THIS is the sight that greeted border officers when they bust open a freight vehicle–a group of 18
illegal immigrants hiding in a tanker full of gluten powder.The men were trying to smuggle
themselves into the country in the lorry headed for Wrexham,it emerged last night.UK Border Agency
officers found the 18 men in Calais on August 27 after a specially-trained dog led them to the
stowaways. UK immigrant press

Three illegal immigrants have been seized in a raid on Topshop boss Philip Green's offices.The UK
Border Agency swooped on the Arcadia headquarters of the billionaire retail tycoon last night.One of
the men seized is a cleaner responsible for Sir Philip's personal office,sources claimed. UK immigrant press

Three illegal immigrants who sold a 15-year-old Lithuanian girl as a sex slave were jailed
yesterday.The girl was resold seven times, repeatedly raped and forced to work in brothels throughout
Britain. She escaped only after enlisting the help of three local women at a Sheffield nightclub and ran
barefoot,distressed and traumatised,to a local police station UK immigrant press

UK Border Agency officers have found 5 illegal immigrants hiding among boxes of Ferrero Rocher as
part of a fudged attempt to smuggle themselves into Britain. UK immigrant press

Four illegal immigrants sneaked into the country hidden in a 32ft artificial Christmas tree, it was
claimed.They were discovered inside a lorry at a council depot in Northampton UK immigrant press

More than 150 illegal immigrants are trying to sneak into the UK through the Channel Tunnel.Bosses
say it's now time for urgent crackdown by the British and French Governments. UK immigrant press



Four illegal immigrants have been deported from the UK after a raid on a pub in Farnborough.The
four men were discovered after the Border and Immigration Agency (BIA) carried out an operation at
the Crab and Anchor pub and restaurant in Southwood village centre on September 13. UK immigrant press

Three illegal immigrants have been removed from the country following a raid by our officers on a
pizza takeaway in Acton.Following an intelligence tip-off, Agency officers visited the Snappy Tomato
on The Vale in Acton on Friday 14 January to carry out checks on staff to ensure they had the right to
work in the UK. UK immigrant press

Three illegal immigrants have been arrested after they were caught trying to get out of Britain.The 
Afghan men had sneaked into the back of a Polish lorry leaving Dover for France. UK immigrant press

Four illegal immigrants have been caught in raids by our officers in Cheshire.The enforcement
operation by our officers was carried out as part of a nationwide campaign to tackle immigration
crime.Our officers targeted Red Fox Indian Restaurant on Four Lane Ends, Tarporley, Cheshire on
Thursday 7 April to question staff and ensure they had right to be in the UK. UK immigrant press

At least eight people were killed in a crackdown on anti-government protests."Several foreigners are
among those arrested on the day of Ashura,they were leading a psychological war against the system,"
Mr Moslehi told state television UK foreigner press

One should be surprised by the statistic,because it is a straightforward consequence of the enormous
amount of migration into Britain over the past decade: the more foreigners who come here to live, the
more of their children will be educated in British schools – and the more our schools will have to deal
with pupils whose first language is not English or who do not speak it at all. UK foreigner press

Thousands of foreigners who want to marry a British person and move to Britain will have to take an
English language test,the Prime Minister announced yesterday UK foreigner press
Reports now show that Scotland has seen its numbers grow to 5.2 million people.This is thanks in part
to a 28,100 influx of people coming to Scotland last year.This is the biggest increase in people for
Scotland since way back in 1977.Scottish officials said that the UK only makes up about 3,400 of this
influx. The rest of the people are actually coming from other overseas locations. This means that about
21,500 more foreigners were living in Scotland last year when compared to 2009. UK foreigner press
One in ten British soldiers is a foreigner,shock new figures have revealed.The UK's new foreign legion
includes just under 6,800 overseas squaddies in the Army,plus a further 3,000 Gurkhas from
Nepal.That means ten per cent of the 100,000 soldiers serving under the Union Flag are from other
countries.And there are another 570 foreigners in the Royal Navy,with 50 more in the RAF.The
numbers have rocketed in recent years. UK foreigner press
Even if they speak perfect English, and have nearly the same looks, it does not help, apparently. Some English people remain so cold towards them; and so many foreigners fail to integrate properly into society in the UK.

UK foreigner blog

It is time to kick all foreigners out of the UK who have known links to terrorist organisations,that is
the bottom line.Round the fuckers up right now and send them the hell back to wherever they came
from. In fact I will take it one step further even those that were born here but their parents come from,
Nigeria, Pakistan, Iraqi, Yemen or wherever, send them back to the country their parents came from. UK foreigner blog

there are way too many foreigners coming to the UK.What's the fucking deal??? I know we are a good
being bunch... But the weather is bad and the food is even worse. UK foreigner blog
Glasgow is in many ways a divided city.But it is united in one sense in it’s hatred and opposition towards Tory politics.Now,David ‘Condom Head’ Cameron wants all foreigners who come to these shores to be English speaking. Notice not Pigeon English, the bastard.I know some people (racists) don’t like the supposed multicultural experiment,but there has to be a happy fucking medium here.Does this mean goodbye to any foreign mi

UK foreigner blog

I bloody hate Pakis and all other foreigners.They come to Britain, expect a free home and go on the
dole.They also smell of pooh and think they own the place whereas in reality they should go back to
where they came from. UK foreigner blog

Oh,please,please,please be a poor troll attempt,although walking home from work today,I was
thinking how tired I was of all the immigrants and other foreigners. UK foreigner blog



The architecture is fascinating and varied.On the downside london is full of foreigners and damned
tourists,which i don't have a problem with,except i mean FULL of them theres so many that i wonder
if theres anyone from england in there. well still nice place to go. UK foreigner blog

The streets are full of fucking foreigners....... I want real choice, accountability and democracy –
something we do not have in the uk funnily enough. This is just one example of something that is
wrong. UK foreigner blog

Mass immigration was a huge mistake on part of the UK and it has ruined England. There are some
parts of England that aren't like this though. Birmingham and Leicester are full of foreigners but not
all parts of England are so bad. UK foreigner blog

Some foreigners actually pay real money to come to England to learn English, which is part of a grand
plot to get them to teach us how to do proper at their expense UK foreigner press

Most of these rich foreigners will go back to their homeland once they've completed their education
and while they're here,their families contribute to the economy with their wealth.Plus WE don't pay
for their education.It's the FAR greater number of poor foreigners who come here, take places in
public schools that the taxpayer pays for, and the benefits their families receive that bothers me UK foreigner blog
We just read with rydel23 a nice article about the movie Pygmalion based on George Bernard Shaw's play by the same name.The author discusses how Eliza Doolittle's "awful" Cockney accent is conveyed in the movie.Quite amusing!At the end of the article ther foreigners,who have been taught to speak it,speak it right.

UK foreigner blog

we thought our hostel was gonna be shit,but it turned out to be awesome and we partied till 5 in the
morning with loads of foreigners.they loved us.banged one out on the karaoke with hits including:real
slim shady, some jennifer lopez song and i vaguely remember robbie williams. UK foreigner blog

Football is much less exciting now beause we take for granted what we have.1996 there were some
foreigners - but only the best.Now it seems every team is just made up of bog standard players from
all over.  UK foreigner blog

THOUSANDS of illegal immigrants will flee riot-torn Egypt and flood to Britain, the leader of Nato
has warned.Many refugees are desperate to escape and head here to milk the benefits system. UK immigrant press

The British government has asked thousands of illegal immigrants to leave the country voluntarily and
come back in two years if they wish,the Home Office has confirmed UK immigrant press

Hundreds of illegal immigrants waiting to sneak into Britain staged a protest demo in France-
complaining that's getting too difficult.More than 250 immigrants, mainly Kurds and Afghans, took to
the streets of Sangatte just outside Calais, where they cared for in a Red Cross centre. UK immigrant press

Unrest in Egypt could lead to more illegal immigrants heading for Britain and the EU, the head of
Nato warned last night.With the nation at a virtual standstill and other Middle East economies in
turmoil, Secretary-General Anders Fogh Rasmussen said more refugees could try to flee the hardship. UK immigrant press

I agree with the French in a way,'the businessman says.'All these immigrants want to go to England
because they think it's the promised land.The Mayor of Calais wants to open up the frontier, stick
them all on a boat and let the UK sort out the problem when they arrive in Dover UK immigrant press

We get a lot of immigrants here,especially pakis taking over cities. Every town where there is pakis, is 
now a shithole. It's not like those places were shitholes before either, the pakis MADE them that way. 
Their shit way of life and lack of caring for anything pisses people off. Yes, they stink. UK immigrant blog

I'm an immigrant.My family came over here in the late 70s and, like most immigrants,have worked
hard ever since to make a life for ourselves.But, we're white European immigrants so we seem to be
much better tolerated than immigrants of other races. It makes me sick. UK immigrant blog



whats with all the fucking immigrants in this country anyway lets sort out the whole food/air deal
before we get too compassionate on our own asses.It has anyone been watching 'rome' its fucking
class. UK immigrant blog

Political corectness is stupid and mad.Its just brainwashing people.Take the case where a burglar
burgles someones house and tripped over their stuff which they had left messily and sued them for
leaving it messy.And got the money.How fucking stupid is that!The country is also full of illegal
immigrants.This country is just fucking fucked up. UK immigrant blogMigration is natural in an urbanised society.Cities wouldn't exist if people hadn't moved in from the
country,and in that sense,with only a few exceptions,we are all immigrants and we all have roots in the
working class.The world's population is moving, almost as one, towards towns and cities. To say that
it's somehow politically engineered is missing the point: it's economically engineered, to the extent
that people move towards capital. That's why British people work in Dubai, and Polish people work in
Britain UK immigrant press
they r lots of illegal immigrants that are contributing to this country.be at the nursing home it is the
illegal that are taking care of the old ones there.i think the government should grant the illegal stayed
in the country.for example be the cintisen theyand the dnt work and the goverment gives them money
to feed and payed for thier rent,where is d money coming from?im pleading that the Queen shuld grant 
the illegal immigrant to remain to stay.God bless the Queen. UK immigrant blog

Yes,we have got quite a few immigrants coming in."Glance round table,to where senior partner's,er,
partner,who he's been living with for about 15 years, is sitting.Next to her is the woman who drafts the
firm's (smaller) bills."I mean, we've got one Frenchwoman and one German woman right there.Oh and
there's [fellow lawyer], from Australia."Laughs evilly”. UK immigrant blog

That's probably one thing that President Obama-alleged socialist,accused foreigner -- can relate to,
though we tend to think many of the Reagan-Obama comparisons are overdrawn US foreigner press

A Dutch citizen who arrived in New York on Thursday was among the first HIV-positive foreigners to
enter the United States since the Obama administration repealed a 22-year-old travel ban that
opponents said unfairly stigmatized people living with the virus US foreigner press
Three states issue driver's licenses to unauthorized foreigners, New Mexico, Utah and Washington.
New Mexico's governor tried to stop the state government from renewing the driver's licenses of the
estimated 83,000 unauthorized foreigners in New Mexico with them, and stop issuing new licenses,
but the New Mexico Legislature in winter 2011 agreed only to require fingerprints from applicants
who do not have Social Security numbers. US foreigner press

Today was the only day this week I don't work too.I was chuckie and it was pretty ridiuclous.These
Arabic kids were punching me,stepping on my shoe and choking me with my cape.It was pissing me
off really bad so when I walked away I punched this fat foreigner really hard.He deserved it. US foreigner blog

I have known many people that have bought real estate in foreign countries. It’s just that now that the
US dollar is so low and our economy has been so devastated by the Republicans, that the rich
Foreigners come here now to buy our cheap real estate. And even that is dropping in value more &
more every day US foreigner blog

It's horrid being Canadian because we don't even have the torture of hanging out with our own crazy
extended family- it's always someone elses..."friends of the family" will take pity on us poor
foreigners and invite us over to share in fatass American culture's celebration that apparently needs to
consume 8 bazillion calories in order to give thanks. US foreigner blogGoodness knows how long I could've kept running,if I were still in Japan.And how incredibly
different things are now,all of a sudden.No rail pass which will take me all over the country in a matter
of hours.No mobile phone full of friends I haven't seen in a year,no long list of beautiful women
waiting to show me around.No excuse of being the confused foreigner.No unlimited tolerance for
alcohol,lack of sleep, movement.Nomore irresponsibility--for now.I have a life to live,a college career
to finish,a place to be and a purpose, again.This changes everything.As I expected,it's all hitting me US foreigner blog

I like my other classes a lot.My abstract algebra prof is a crazy foreigner (good crazy... not bad crazy
like the other guy)He's not quite on the level of Wolfgang though, for those of you who've heard the
stories. US foreigner blog

i met the swedish foreigner that goes to our school.he's a little bit hot.he looks like rocky from rocky
horror.i call him abba sometimes US foreigner blog

The newest arrivals from Mexico are putting down roots for longer periods and settling in states that 
have rarely encountered Latin American immigrants,places like North Carolina,Tennessee, Georgia 
and Minnesota.These new immigrants are also bringing young families with them, a trend that has 
strained some schools and other public services. US immigrant press



Cuban rice and beans awaited him upon arrival in Mexico. Within days, he was off to the U.S.-Mexico border with instructions on what he should say to quickly enter the United States. Typically,Cuban immigrants are interviewed by agents who check their stories and whatever documentation they can produce, and listen closely for distinctive Cuban accents. Then, if no criminal records are found, the Cubans are generally allowed into the country. After a year, they

US immigrant press

The report also calls on immigration authorities to focus their deportation efforts on undocumented
immigrants convicted of violent crimes US immigrant press
Illegal immigrants compete for jobs normally done by America's poor. A study by the Center For Immigration Studies wrote, "Mexican immigration is overwhelmingly unskilled and it's hard to find an economic argument for unskilled immigration because it tends to reduce wages 

US immigrant press
With U.S. unemployment near 10 percent,many believe illegal immigrants are taking jobs from Americans.

US immigrant press

Mr. Gonzalez,officials said,is an Ecuadorean immigrant,too --in the United States illegally and subject
to deportation.He and Mr.Bello face charges of grand larceny fraud and possession of stolen
property.Mr.Gonzalez's sister, Maria Gonzalez,52,is charged with grand larceny and possession of
stolen property.Their lawyers did not respond to US immigrant press

US immigrant press

Last Easter,an illegal immigrant was killed in a hit-and-run accident.”We’re still not 100% sure who
got buried,"he says.Locals have mixed feelings after the raid, Walker says,"I got call after call from
people saying:' About time. Good job.' "Deb Williams, 46, a tax preparer, says many people in town
have no sympathy for illegals. US immigrant press

Officer shot during raid other incidents involved narcotics officers and others serving drug warrants.In
one of the most tragic incidents,narcotics officer Rick Salter was shot in the face by an illegal
immigrant with a history of drug arrests as the officer stormed the suspect's apartment to do a search in
March.Other officers quickly shot and killed the suspect No drugs were found. US immigrant press

Born and raised in Tucson, Giffords understands what it means to be an Arizonan.She has said that the
border region she represents still resembles the Wild West as U.S. agents fight off an onslaught of
illegal immigrants pouring into the country. She also said she values the ideals of the frontier enough
to pass a House resolution in 2008 designating the "National Day of the Cowboy." US immigrant press

Today’s new wave of illegal immigrants,many of them with children in tow,has rippled through the
nation’s schools. US immigrant press

Despite drug violence in Mexico border towns and controversy over undocumented immigrant s 
crossing the border, Maeder said none of his trips has encountered trouble. "We're five hours away by
car," he said, pointing toward the canyon wall on the Mexican side of the river. "Once in a while you'll
see a rancher on a horse, being for cattle or goats." US immigrant press
In March,the Department of Homeland Security said it would continue deporting illegal Haitian immigrants,despite appeals by the Haitian government, which said returnees could destabilize a country where food, water and housing are scarce.

US immigrant press
Details can be found Community College System 78924 Jose Cedillo,an illegal immigrant from
Mexico,says he has nowhere to turn.A day laborer since 1986,Mr. Cedillohas received notice from a
Los Angeles County hospital that he must start paying out of pocket for the treatment he will need.”I
have no choice because I have no insurance and can't work while I'm taking these treatments,”he
says,sitting in the tiny apartment he shares with his wife,a janitor. US immigrant press
"But,within two months we'd gone to Las Vegas and married and begun our life together.We just found 
things out after committing to each other,rather than before.”Still, not all stories have such a happy
ending.Sophia McDonald,a university-educated Russian immigrant says that her mother began
searching for a husband for her by contacting an international matchmaker.Ms.McDonald exchanged
letters and visits with a suitor from Seattle,whom she married. US immigrant press

Asked by CBS News'Katie Couric in an exclusive interview whether illegal immigrants should be covered under a new health care plan,President Obama responded simply,"no."But he said there may need to be an exception to that policy for children.US immigrant press



In April,she said the law would do nothing to stop the influx of illegal immigrants into the country and
that it would eventually be found unconstitutional. Three months later, the core of the law was blocked
by a federal judge.That ruling is under appeal. US immigrant press

The Sonoran Pronghorn,is an antelope-like creature,which roams the Arizona desert and is in danger
of extinction.Environmentalist are blocking Customs and Border Patrol in their efforts to restrict
Mexican immigrants from entering the U.S. because they are entering the habitat of the animals.This
is allowing the illegals to take advantage of the lack of patrols and enter the U.S.,at will US immigrant pressObama's proposed immigration reform is his attempt at fulfilling his electoral promise to the
estimated 11 million Hispanics living in the U.S. of liberalizing immigration laws (67 percent of
Hispanics voted for him in 2008). The proposed reform includes requirements that illegal immigrants 
pay a fine, learn English, undergo background checks and wait in line for legalization. It also includes
proposals for checking exploitation of undocumented workers by American employers

US immigrant press
Latino immigrants said they stopped sending money to their families because life is becoming more difficult for them here. Of those interviewed, 81 percent said it was harder to find a good-paying job. Almost 40 percent said they were earning less this year. The largest g

US immigrant press"Mami!Can we something to drink?"Maria, 38, gave her stocky third-grader a sympathetic smile.She'd
already made Alex and his 3-year-old sister, Emelyn, walk 30 minutes under a broiling sun from their
house in suburban Maryland to the Safeway,the closest place that accepts Emelyn's federal milk and
cereal vouchers.Then they'd trekked 20 minutes more to this cheaper Latino grocery so Maria, an
illegal immigrant from Mexico who can't afford a car and wouldn't be eligible for a driver's license
anyway, could save $3.40 on chicken. US immigrant press

US immigrant press

"(Arizona is) directly paying the price for the burden of all the drug smuggling and human smuggling
and immigration," she said last year."I understand the anger that Arizonans have about illegal
immigrants. They're angry and I'm angry. US immigrant pressOf all the disadvantages that U.S.-born children of Hispanic immigrants might confront,none is more
significant than being raised by parents who are in the country illegally.Forty percent -- or 3.3 million
of these children -- have at least one parent who is an illegal immigrant, mostly from Mexico or
Central America, according to a recent analysis of census data by demographer Jeffrey S. Passel of the
Pew Hispanic Center. And researchers warn that the long-term consequences for the country could be
profound US immigrant press

Ask Mexican immigrants why they risk coming to the United States illegally, and the reasons seldom
vary: better wages, plentiful jobs, family ties and future opportunity.“It’s the same things you and I
want for our families,”said Demetrios Papademetriou,president of the Migration Policy Institute, a
nonpartisan research group in Washington. US immigrant press

Federal authorities have repeatedly said their priority is to find and remove illegal immigrants with
violent criminal histories,but the U.S.government's stepped-up enforcement in recent years has led to
the deportation of hundreds of thousands of immigrants convicted of nonviolent crimes, according to a
new study. US immigrant press'The son of a decorated Vietnam veteran,Hector Veloz is a U.S. citizen,but in 2007 immigration
officials mistook him for an illegal immigrant and locked him in an Arizona prison for 13 months.
Veloz had to prove his citizenship from behind bars.An aunt helped him track down his father's birth
certificate and his own,his parents marriage certificate, his father's school, military and Social Security
records.After nine months,a judge determined that he was a citizen,but immigration authorities
appealed the decision. US immigrant press

i've got two national insurance numbers!why doesn't anything ever just go smoothly?maybe i should
just sell the spare to an illegal immigrant.that would at least solve my present financial worries... US immigrant blog

A California Republican has said you can tell an illegal immigrant by the shoes they wear.Of course
this is an invitation to racial profiling.Everyone with a Spanish surname, everyone with a certain be,
you may or may not be Latino.There are people in my family who be as if they could be Latino. US immigrant blog

Well I’m glad they are deporting them immediately.We need to see more of this to discourage illegal
immigrants from trying to sneak into our country.Enough is enough US immigrant blog
Illegal immigrants are intruding on our public education system. An estimated 28.6 billion dollars was
spent on illegal alien’s education in 2004. Our public schools systems are being flooded with over
population of students. When there are an too many children going to the same school, the schools are
limited to what they can offer, to not only the student who are here illegally, but the documented
students also. US immigrant blog



EVERY LAW TO DO WITH IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT INCLUDING THE 1986
SIMPSON-MAZZOLI BILL HAS BEEN UNDERMINED BY MANY POLITICIANS AND THEIR
OPEN BORDER LOBBYISTS. The time has come for all American taxpayers to demand from your
reluctant legislators to make Permanent E-Verify, with no exceptions to every business, to remove
illegal immigrants from American jobs US immigrant blog
But now,not only has the USA done nothing to stop this flow of unarmed invaders,we are now
welcoming armed troops from the very same country!Makes one wonder if it was all pre-planned by
both governments:Mexican immigrants coming in, followed by a crisis "requiring the "help" of
Mexican troops on our territory. We've seen what happens when the Establishment ignores the
Constituiton when it's convenient; the same must be true of national sovereignty US immigrant blog

Though,my thoughts on spanish speaking people,illegal immigrants,and the such is irrelevant to the
remainder of this story.while waiting for a light to change so i could cross the street, a middle aged
arabic being man approached me. with a very thick accent he asked me "you speak pakIstani?" i just
sort of stared at him for a second, said no, and continued on my way. US immigrant blog

America has to get stricter with these crossing and perhaps create a law that will give them a fine or
prison time.Illegal immigrants need to understand that they can come into are country but only if they
enter legally. US immigrant blog
The U.S./Mexico border is not secure enough to protect our country.Illegal immigrants need to be
naturalized so that they are paying there fair share of taxes. We need to double our border patrol force
so that the borders will be more secure and we will not have the problem of illegal immigrants not
paying taxes. Our country is flooding with undocumented aliens, who are using our tax dollars and
taking advantage of our system and this needs to stop before it is too late. US immigrant blog

Also,a cheap yet effective fencing along uninhabited areas of the border would help ensure that no one
is trying to cross illegally out of sight.Finding methods to stem the flow of illegal immigrants across
U.S. borders will help maintain the safety and security of our nation. US immigrant blog
"oh sorry i hit spanish on accident.why do they even have spanish on here,if you can't speak english
you shouldn't be in this country!"and now they are trying to implement spanish in elementary
schools.bullshit.my child will not learn spanish unless i want him to, which i dont. i refuse to let these
fucking immigrants take over this country and what my child learns.i hope this women dies, and her
child is given to a family who isnt ignorant and will help this child become nothing like its mother. US immigrant blog

So I spent the last 10 days in Florida visiting my father.He seemed okay:getting more and more
unhappy with the state of the world, and definitely getting more and more prejudiced in general.If I
hear one more rant about illegal immigrants or arabs or English as a Second Language will have to kill
myself. US immigrant blog
yes!“Illegal immigrants” don’t belong in this country!They bring “illegal”drugs to the u.s.also they commit crimes and live off the taxpayers!Obama and the libs are in bed with them for “money and votes!

US immigrant blog
Turns out my second hostel was right next to the red light district.Literally.On the other side of it was
the market.The market consisted of a bunch of people who looked like illegal immigrants ,hawking 
wares that beed like they had been stolen from near by places.(and indeed I am sure they were). What
was very disconcerting was the fact that they were selling guns and knives at these booths. And I am
doing about big guns and knives, not small ones. US immigrant blog

Dinner was nice except for Dad making the comment that the people in front of us were illegal
immigrants(they spoke Spanish).The movie was great except for the fact that my Dad is a complete
and utter bastard(it's okay to call him that; he calls me The Bitch...and I am) US immigrant blog

Hopefully the Americans people will not buy the nonsense that Obama is spewing. The truth is that
Barack Obama is wrong about the economic impact of illegal immigration. Illegal immigrants don’t
do jobs that Americans “don’t want” to do. A million Americans recently showed up to apply for a job
at McDonald’s. US immigrant blog
Illegal immigrants are more likely to find jobs that are easy to get by and pay well.There are businesses that prefer to take in illegals because the employers believe there is a surplus and the number of employees they can maintain is therefore expendable. These are usual

US immigrant blog

Unlike business leaders in some neighboring cities, those in Dalton have strongly supported Mexican
immigrants, calling them saviors of a carpet industry weakened by aging American workers US immigrant press
Rather than stealing jobs, Ramos says the country needs immigrants to replace a retiring workforce, and backs up his case with numbers.Taking the math further,he reasons that undocumented immigrants add approximately $10 billion to the economy each year and that legalizing undocumented immigrants could generate up to $5.4 billion in tax revenue and create 900,000 jobs.

US immigrant press



A Czech immigrant who reached Baltimore in 1909, Mr. Octavec opened a grocery store.He found
that the summer sun dried out the fruits and vegetables he displayed.To diminish its effect,he painted
images of apples, melons, cabbage, etc., on the screen covering his inventory.People were
charmed.Octavec realized he had something: He painted a screen with a picture of a red-roofed
bungalow and two swans in a pond, and sold it.He painted more, sold more, then opened an art US immigrant press

However,something needs to be done that will assure that these illegal immigrants that work hard,
keep a clean record and have been here for an extended period already can become legal. Maybe you
don't believe me, but what do you think the consequences would be if we didn't do this? US immigrant blog

U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents arrested a foreigner on Monday for enticing a
nonresident couple to come to and work at a massage shop on Saipan,according to court
documents.Designated federal court Judge Robert Naraja ordered the detention “at this time” of
Heqian Ma,describing her as a flight risk US foreigner press

A foreigner arrested in Arizona on a cross-country trip has been convicted in a child pornography case
from 2008. US foreigner press

Koppler added he could in theory smuggle tarantulas in his luggage when flying to Los Angeles, and
would not be caught nine times out of 10 - but he preferred not to take the risk."I am a foreigner and
they will probably put me in prison. You have special laws. You have other laws that we don't have" in
Germany, he said. US foreigner press
A woman in her 20s told police that a foreigner raped her early Friday morning in the parking lot of a shopping mall in Chatan,not far from the Kadena base.Details of the alleged crime are sketchy,but for several hours police questioned an Air Force technical sergeant identified as a suspect. ”We need

US foreigner press
But individual American agents don't spend enough time in Afghanistan to know who is telling them
the truth."American intelligence agencies change their staff every three months,”he says."How is it
possible for a foreigner to come to Kandahar or Khost, to understand the society or the psychology, to
know a man's tribal relations, his past behavior, his personal motives, whether he is honest or if he is
telling a lie? It is not possible in three months. "Poor intelligence has led to mistakes US foreigner press

The government argues that foreigners who master German can better integrate and help foster
understanding across cultures.But,like in Italy,critics say it's a just a pretext for erecting barriers. US foreigner press

Foreigners outside the US could obtain two-year probationary immigrant visas by finding a qualified 
US investor who invested at least $100,000 in their new business. If the new business raises at least 
$500,000 in additional capital and creates at least five new jobs, the foreigner can receive a regular 
immigrant visa. US foreigner press

Americans don’t seem to mind that foreigners own 45 percent of U.S. publicly held debt, in the form
of low-yield government bonds. After all, as long as we pay the interest, the debt doesn’t entitle the
foreigners to any say in how we run our business. But stock investors have a say in how the
corporations they own are run… US foreigner press

We also do not find Safire raging about the fact that foreigner Rupert Murdoch is always around when
Republicans want to write a book or otherwise need some dough.A combination of partisan wrongs
never made even one right. US foreigner press

Tompkins faced fierce opposition from Chilean nationalists and industrialists.They were suspicious of
a foreigner owning a huge swath that bisected the nation, and feared encouraging Chile's fledgling
environmental movement.In any event, the sheer nastiness of a smear campaign leveled against
Tompkins is the stuff of legend. US foreigner pressWaiting for nuns to serve her dinner at the Pius X home for the aged in Rome,83-year-old Maria Laura
Riva De Filippis said her daughter didn't want a foreigner to care for her mother at home.”And rightly
so.You hear so many stories about them, my daughter would say,”said De Filippis."My daughter said I
could live with her,but she kept telling me:'I leave for work at 8 a.m. and you'll be alone all day."
Since nuns labor for God instead of a paycheck,room and board at homes for oldsters run by religious
orders cost much less than at traditional nursing US foreigner press
Our lessons,which left me supremely confident in my language skills,have helped but little.I am
unquestionably a foreigner.With the right clothes I may be Italian.People even stop to ask me for
directions.But like Eliza Doolittle, as soon as I open my mouth,I betray myself.Italians wince and
pause to consider this otherwise normal-being woman with such odd speech.My children love to
recount the tale of one of my earliest linguistic blunders. US foreigner press

"Never mind that the latest victim - or,for that matter,all the others this year - was a foreigner ,a 
stranger in a strange land.She did what anyone would when her rental car was rammed:She got out to
look.This time,it was a fatal mistake.Are such incidents though isolated,inevitable?Probably,says John
Noble of Northwestern Business Travel in Minneapolis US foreigner press



Ask any Turk,any Briton, any Arab,or now,any Israeli.What strikes a foreigner most is that living in
Jerusalem is like living in two cities at once.Even though Jewish neighborhoods have expanded
rapidly into the Arab half of the city since it was annexed by Israel in 1967,Arabs and Jews,with their
different languages,different religions,and competing claims to sovereignty,have simply failed to
merge into a cohesive community. US foreigner press
Several Congress leaders have asked Mrs. Gandhi to take over the party's presidency,but she has so far
refused and is not seeking office. Mrs. Gandhi,born in Italy,took Indian citizenship after her 1968
marriage."She is a foreigner and a girl with fair skin... who happened to enter into wedlock with an
Indian,"the Indian Express newspaper quoted Rajendra Singh,head of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh,as saying at a public rally near Bombay on Sunday. US foreigner press
Miss Nguyen was smuggled across the border from Vietnam where, as in Cambodia, the collapse of
strict Communist ideology has been accompanied by the rise of a huge flesh trade.The buyer of Miss
Nguyen's virginity will probably be a foreigner,the owner said,most likely a newly prosperous ethnic
Chinese from Taiwan, China or Singapore. A Chinese superstition holds that sex with a virgin helps
makes a man young again, or that it can cure venereal disease. US foreigner press

I know that sounds mean,but visit Engrish.com someday.We make fun of foreigners mangling our
languages,and they do the same when we mess up with their language.It's human nature.For your own
sake,write in your own language until you're fluent. US foreigner blog

i hate those chineese ladies at the nail places and they make fun of you in korean and vietnameese or
what ever they speak. all they do is be at you, make a comment to some other foreigner and then
laugh! UHG! i hate chinneese ladieesssssss.But I should feel bad for them theyre probably high on
nail polish remover. US foreigner blog

"Shit, he did it again!"So I kind of guessed at what they were saying and answered the questions I
thought they asked. Then, since all the questions seemed to be related to camera stuff, I sent them to
the Camera Center at the front of the park.They seemed happy enough.See?I can deal with foreigners. US foreigner blog

What is wrong with this system?you have foreigners who come to this country not afraid of struggle
and wanting no help,build their lives and get an education all the while building a business and
supporting their families back in the countries they came from. US foreigner blog

I sometimes feel like a foreigner in my own country! The US Will go down…not because of
foreigners, but because of all the Americans who only think about themselves. US foreigner blog

When foreigners come to America they come here with a purpose. They came from countries that
struggled to survive so every chance given to them they do not waist. US foreigner blog

Foreigners should learn english before they come to america.I try to brush up on foreign tongues
when I travel abroad. My speech is very formal and considered archaically adorable by adults and
childishly adorable by younger people,It is not necessary to be fluent, if one can mime and utter a few
words and phrases. I've found that people are more than willing to work with you. US foreigner blog
Propaganda is a real tool of the government and this is what this is.If you think people,especially the
US Military, don't adapt and overcome&when our nation is at risk you are flatly wrong.The question
is:Is this propaganda intended for foreigners who wish US harm - or is it meant to warp your
thoughtfulness concerning aviation and the role of the Pentagon, and seemingly by extension, the
Executive branch of the Federal Government? US foreigner blog
But military officials say it's a well-deserved break for volunteers who otherwise would have to slog
through the bureaucratic ordeal during deployments around the world, often far from U.S.
embassies.The military route is not a short-cut for foreigners abroad to get into the U.S. Only legal
immigrants can apply, officials stress, and they must complete five years of honorable service or
chance having their citizenship revoked US foreigner blog
US Military is recruiting foreigners by providing citizenship quickly. MSNBC has reported that US
Army and Navy speed up US citizenship to recruit Foreigners who offer much-needed language skills
and other specialties. About 1,000 soldiers and sailors completed the citizenship process at basic
training sites in fiscal year 2010, which ended Sept. 30. About 660 have been able to complete it in the
first six months of this fiscal year. US foreigner blog

someone really needs to stop the number of foreigners coming in. SERIOUSLY. walauuu attitude
problem one can they all. helllooooo this is MY country not yours. you want to attitude, roll back to
your own country please US foreigner blog

For those of you who think "well I am Canadian" (or foreigner) and not American this doesn't apply to
me,you are wrong.To quote from the site which I read the USA PATRIOT act on it. US foreigner blog



OK,that's fair enough.He apologized for it.But be, this guy, he compared U.S. detention practices at
Guantanamo to the Soviets and to the Nazis.And don't think that that's not heard around the world.And
don't think that that doesn't fed into -- be, every time I have an argument with a foreigner about this
kind of stuff, they always point to Americans. They say I heard it from Dick Durbin, I heard it from
Ted Kennedy, I read it in The Washington Post. What's said here matters a lot overseas. And we can't -
we can not be too sensitive to that. US foreigner blog

The basic principle is that leaders who feel their position of power is threatened(usually by domestic
unhappiness)are more likely to initiate a conflict in order to gain support.It manifests itself in three
forms.The first form--called "the scapegoat hypothesis"involves placing the blame for whatever is
making people unhappy on foreigners and then painting those foreigners as an enemy. US foreigner blog

Isn't this how democracy is supposed to work?Call me a antidiplomatic if you wish,but the sight of
Americans apologizing to foreigners for the outcome of a democratic election makes me a bit sick.The
fact that I wish they had chosen differently--well,like I said:angry and sad.Not sorry. US foreigner blog

I feel like a foreigner.And it’s not a good feeling when you know, intellectually,you’re an
American.But when you’re not treated like one,then it kind of makes you schizophrenic.It makes you
feel crazy US foreigner blog

I honestly feel like a foreigner in the US. And there are so many black people down here I'm in
overload mode. US foreigner blog
He is a damn Indonesian or Kenyan but he certainly isn't an American.obama is a liar,traitor, dictato,thug,criminal,and a foreigner.Where the hell is his birth certificate, college grades, diploma's, health records including .....and now she is living in Boston off the US taxpayers. And if our so-called elected representatives can't get their act together, he is going to give the Gre

US foreigner blog

I just examined the strapping lad a few hours ago for glasses.19 year-old,blue/blonde, long hair tied in
a loose ponytail,five o'clock shadow.as americana as apple pie and baseball --typical white bread
boy.except all my techs didn't think so; they thought that he wasnt extraordinary.why?because he's a
foreigner,with an accent. US foreigner blog

It is because I look like a foreigner. I'm not entirely a foreigner because I'm half Japanese but the thing
is, I don't be Japanese. Sometimes I've spotted people being at me when they are in the middle of
something, or people walking away from me. I'm not offended but I think its really weird US foreigner blog

We Americans are fascinating creatures. No wonder we have such a stellar reputation around the
world. ... I am proud to be an American (even though many in our country would claim that I "look
like a foreigner" and countless fellow Americans might ask, "Jennifer, where did you learn to speak
such good English?"). US foreigner blogAnd it is, essentially,all about the age-old Chinese concept of face.To have a few foreigners hanging
around means a company has prestige,money and the increasingly crucial connections-real or not-to
businesses abroad."Face, we say in China, is more important than life itself,"said Zhang Haihua,
author of "Think Like Chinese." "Because Western countries are so developed,people think they are
more well off, so people think that if a company can hire foreigners,it must have a lot of money and
have very important connections overseas. So when they really want to impress someone,they may US foreigner press
"Regardless of the content,a host's foreignness can be enough of a draw in itself. ”Foreign hosts who
speak Chinese have a special appeal for Chinese audiences,”says Liu Yongli,a director for state-owned
China Central Television.”When Chinese people see a foreigner who speaks good Chinese and has
gotten to know Chinese culture well,we get a very warm feeling,seeing that someone respects China
so much. US foreigner press

Hutsol wishes Ukrainian women would be more suspicious of little known men making promises of
any sort:”My own friends think that if they meet a foreigner they will have the perfect life.... But in
reality they meet men, mostly from Turkey,who sleep with them,promise them the world and don't
even leave a phone number. US foreigner press

The reason is simple enough: nowhere else seems to offer the hopes of getting rich quickly that China
does. This is a familiar pattern, and, indeed, investors in small Chinese stocks today are very much
like the foreigners who poured money into U.S. railroads in the nineteenth century. US foreigner press

House not home:Foreigners buy up American real estate.Although there are no numbers indicating
how much foreigners are pouring into the United States to buy condos,there are some eye-opening
anecdotal signs US foreigner press

Whether you are a foreigner traveling to the United States with your family for a much-anticipated
vacation, or you are an American family planning a fun filled trip for your children, our exhaustive list
of the top ten vacation spots for kids in US should cover it for you US foreigner press



Overseas investors bought a net 891 billion yen($11billion)of Japanese stocks in the week of March 14-18,the MOF's capital flows data showed on Friday. It was their biggest net possess.v since records began in 2005.Tokyo Stock Exchange data,which goes bac foreigners bought more than 955 billion yen worth,the second highest after a record set in March 2004. In the first two days of the week,Japanese shares posted their biggest two-day fall since 1987 due to the nuclear crisis at a tsunami-stricken power plant, althou

US foreigner press

December marked a rebound for sales of long-term Treasury debt, which saw foreigners buy $15bn
after selling off $25.8bn the month before. Corporate debt was also in greater demand, as possess.vs
reached $41bn after months of selling US foreigner press

Foreigners see dream vacation in the U.S.With the dollar weak and gas relatively cheap ($8 a gallon in
Germany), America is suddenly irresistible. US foreigner press

I have traveled so often in other countries and am so accustomed to other landscapes;I sometimes felt
on my trip that I was seeing America,coast to coast,with the eyes of a foreigner, feeling overwhelmed,
humbled and grateful. US foreigner press
On returning to South Africa in 1987, I was able for the first time to see the country through the eyes
of a foreigner.The first thing that struck me was how successful apartheid has been in preventing
normal interaction between the races.The physical separation of the races through segregated
residential areas, schools, and recreational activity has created a level of isolation almost as terrifying
as the scale of social engineering that has made it possible. US foreigner press

US foreigner pressForeign investors did sell U.S. equities,corporate and agency debt during the peak of the crisis
following the general trend around the world of investors selling all types of foreign investments
during this period.In sharp contrast, however, foreign demand for U.S.Treasury debt,and especially
short-term T-bills,increased sharply.During the peak of the crisis in the second half of2008,foreigners 
purchased d$381 billion of U.S. T-bills—up sharply from about $75 billion in both the 1st half of 2008 
and 2nd half of 2009. US foreigner press
It has long been a truism of investing that foreigners tend to buy at the top of almost any market.That
is probably because they are not paying attention when a foreign market is cheap, only noticing it after
prices have doubled and tripled and then rushing in.At first the waves of foreign possess.ving push
prices up even more, bringing in even more foreign money. But no boom lasts forever. And when
rumors of problems begin to spread,foreigners are unlikely to be among the first to hear them US foreigner press

"Any time there's a merger,employees are right to worry about their jobs.Companies do about
'synergies' and that usually means laying off people,"Page said. "But with a foreigner owning a U.S.
firm,there is likely to be less overlap.In some ways,it's better to be taken over by a European company
than a U.S. company." US foreigner pressBut it is, if nothing else, unmistakably Japanese.It was belonging; it was uniformity and commitment
to objective;it was working together.It was a festival, and a celebration of life. And I,the foreigner,was 
granted the highest honor the Japanese could bestow upon me:I got to see Japanese life from the
inside.For a few hours, I belonged.I kept yelling and chanting, caught up in it all, until it was time to
go home.The hours after the festival are blurry now, out of focus the way the past gets after a while.
But I remember shuffling back to my apartment, tired from carrying the shrine and hoarse from US foreigner pressMayle doesn't pretend he's an honorary Provence native. ”I love being a foreigner.... You don't feel that 
you're there because of a geographical accident of birth. You feel that you want to be there.”An
unabashed Francophile who does the Gallic shrug to perfection,Mayle says he has nothing particular
against England except the climate. " I left not because I hated England but because I loved France,"he
says.Some of it also is personal.Mayle says he never developed any real roots in England. His father
lived abroad and US foreigner press

I get to travel to remote villages and meet people who have never met a foreigner before,I get to play
with goats and build with mud,I have tons of candlelit dinners(due to frequent power outages!)and I'm
creating a business that will protect the natural and cultural heritage of this very special place. US foreigner pressThese foreign buyers,in fact,are one of the important reasons the housing bubble continues to grow in
hot markets like Miami, New York, and Las Vegas.In many cases, they're taking advantage of the
strong euro or trying to get their money into a dollar-denominated hiding place.The result:In Miami,
for one, some condo buildings have as much as two-thirds of their units owned by foreigners. Call it
America for Sale."No question, foreigners are part of the bubble," says Stephen Wayner,first vice
president at Bayview Financial Exchange Services LLC in Miami. US foreigner press

"He goes home,and about 10 or 20 minutes later he comes back with this bike and pushes it up to me
and says,'Here, take it,"'Henderson recalls."Well, it's a $7,000, carbon-fiber bike with electronic
shifting -a full-on criterium racing bike.And here I am:a stranger,a foreigner... and an American."Like
the Olympics,the ride from Paris to the western tip of France and back takes place only every four
years.It attracted more than 4,000 entrants last year,including some 470 Americans - 28 of them from
Colorado.In North America,its counterpart is the Boston-Montreal-Boston ride,scheduled Aug.19-22
this year. US foreigner press
”Executives say they also are encouraged by a new willingness among Japanese business people to
deal with foreign companies."Strangely enough,these days it's an advantage to be a foreigner ,”said 
Clifford Shaw,president of Mercury Asset Management Japan Ltd.His company's pension
management business in Japan more than doubled in the fiscal year ended March 31,a record equaled
or surpassed by many other foreign asset management businesses in Tokyo US foreigner press



Earlier this year he exhibited work in New York - as part of the first east coast showing by Iraqi
artists.He has spent the past six months living in New London,Conn.,in a " dream "studio as an artist-
in-residence at the Griffis Art Center."This is a great experience; the horizon is wide open here,”says
Allawy,in a telephone interview."People are very nice and cooperative.Iraq is also a melting pot, with
so many religions and ethnic groups.So in Iraq nobody is a foreigner,and it's the same in America.
"Allawy's grant ends this month, and he will apply for asylum in the US. US foreigner press

Don't ask us what we're thinking about unless you are prepared to discuss such topics as navel lint,the
shotgun formation,or monster trucks.Foreign films are best left to foreigners(unless it's Bruce Lee or
some war flick where it doesn't really matter what they're saying anyway.)BEER is as exciting for us
as handbags are for you.Thank you for reading this;Yes, I know, I have to sleep on the couch tonight,
but did you know, it's like camping. US foreigner blog

why should foreign money be considered illegal?Foreigners have as much invested in the US
economy as we do. The US is their customer, what is good for the US is good for them.Democrats are
not good for the economy and hence not good for foreign companies. US foreigner blog

I have been preoccupied for the past month with a foreigner who has been giving me enjoyable
amounts of compliments and free shit.He is a lawyer in Greece,worked for the German
government,got a law degree from Oxford and is now in the process of preparing to take the New York 
bar exam. US foreigner blog
This blog will reveal who I am, my stories as a foreigner setting up a company in New York, what my business is about and hopefully bringing together fellow would-be captains of industry (well, that’s the dream anyways) to discuss their U.S. start ups, their triumphs and tribulations, suggestions and insight.

US foreigner blog
Well I have to admit it has been hell here sometimes.Some other foreigners described living in Korea
as "Exciting Hell".I wouldn't call it that but admittedly things are moving fast here. The whole society
emerged so recently as an industrialized nation that they really haven't toned it down enough for my
tastes. But Koreans love to hike! And so do I. There are more hikers in Korea than any other nation.
And they're damned good at it.  US foreigner blog

A married couple was on holiday in Jamaica.They were touring around marketplace being at the goods
and such when they passed this small.From inside they heard the shopkeeper with a Jamaican accent
say,"You foreigners!Come in.Come into my humble shop!the married couple walked in.The Jamaican
said to them,"I have some special sandals I think you would be interested in. US foreigner blog

At the end of this series of plaques is another set listing the names of the victims and the heroes of the
9/11 events.People around me wept openly.Foreigners and Americans stood in stoic silence and read
each plaque carefully.I watched as people finished each plaque, paused and glanced at each other,
giving acknowledging nods and weak smiles to each other. US foreigner blog

Bernanke has already stated on numerous occasions that deflation is his main enemy,and this makes
sense given the amount of debt that is currently propping up the US economy.But if he starts printing
money willy-nilly and devalues the bonds that are mostly held by foreigners,he pisses off the rest of
the word. US foreigner blog

I'm American. I actually love foreigners and different accents. Honestly, I don't even like having the
general standard American accent. It's boring. Everybody around the world hears it every day of their
lives. It's nothing special. US foreigner blog

lately i just feel like hiding.i don't have much to say when you call,and it's nothing personal.i'm just at
a loss for everything.i wish i was a jet setter.i want to travel everywhere.i want to fall in love with
foreigners while they read dinner menus to me.[most of the time i just want to travel just so i can
pretend to be someone else.]i wonder if there's anything wrong with that. US foreigner blog

i am in love with a girl who is a foreigner its happened to me when i joined in some friendship
chatting portal and we became friends US foreigner blog

i'm glad that we took at least ONE class together in university, having gone apart for hmm…some
time now. ah how time flies, gross...I love meeting him.Well,I have fallen in love with a foreigner. US foreigner blog
When last we saw our little Heather, she was moving to Houston, ready to join corporate America. A
scared, lowly North Dakotan, about to make her mark on the South. With suits in her closet and
business cards in her briefcase, she met with big wigs and upper management hoo-has across the
globe... I was madly in love with a foreigner, learning the ropes of a big city, and expanding my
comfort zone a hundred times over. US foreigner blog

On the bus,I met several kids from Morrocco.They are staying in Arlington,and are only here for about
a week.There is really nothing better than meeting fresh, interesting people.Americans are fine and
good,but they are everywhere...you can learn far more by meeting foreigners who have had drastically
different life experiences than your own.For this reason,I have continued to enjoy work at Bertucci's. US foreigner blog



Oh my god college is awesome.This is new information.Lindsay and Sarah love to make out with
foreigners and Ryan loves being macho.THis results in near- west side story fighting. US foreigner blog
Yeah he's french but he does not like french people like me,and he does not liek americans either,
which is not like me.He says he knows no french people and no american people,only foreigners from
all over the world which i think is cool, i wish i had more international friends, or even one none-
french international friend, but i think it shows a lack of integration to have zero american friend, it's
weird. US foreigner blog
I offered my balls to a foreigner. Yes, you read that correctly. No, I don't actually have balls, but I did have some schweddy ones. Let me back track. I got on my 9pm flight headed for the east coast and immediately made friends with this adorable alien.

US foreigner blog

The changes focus enforcement on immigrants who have committed serious crimes, an effort to
unclog immigration courts and detention centers.A record backlog of deportation cases has forced
immigrants to wait an average 459 days for their hearings, according to an Aug. 12 report by Syracuse
University's Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse (TRAC), which analyzes government data. US immigrant press
When they saw the patrol car,Hannah said,they jumped out of the truckHarley said that on Wednesday
morning he was getting reports from residents who saw a large group of about 40 people walking
along a road in the Gifft Hill area near the Public Works Department.Later that day,Harley said he paid
a visit to the island's East End,where he met a man who told him he had sighted immigrants landing in
the area. US immigrant press

Although she has found work as a translator,she expects to change careers.”Being an immigrant is
very difficult,”she says.”You leave one set of problems and acquire another.”The emigres do get
government help, though. In the first year after they arrive,a family of three receives about $ 15,000
for rent, food,education and job training Housing.Settlers arrive faster than homes can be built. US immigrant press

Communities where immigrants gather face challenges to educate children speaking only Spanish
whose parents often had limited schooling at home. US immigrant press

The Arizona law,signed Friday by Republican Gov.Jan Brewer,makes it a crime in Arizona for an
immigrant to be in the state without proof of legal residency,and directs law enforcement to stop and
question individuals about their immigration status if they reasonably suspect they are in the country
illegally. US immigrant press

This infromation may upset you,but if you check out the activist groups in favor of immigrants 
evading and avoiding prosecution for illegal immigration,they post english and spanish instructions on
how to get around the rules and basically live on public assistance,county and state medical
programs,and even low cost/free housing!! US immigrant blog

So we all know,needless to say,that immigrants who entered America illegally are an extremely violent bunch much more likely to commit crimes then good,proper,native-born Americans. US immigrant blog

What we also have to keep in mind is that these immigrants arrive in all different forms of
transportation.Some travel by foot,some by car or bus,and all other forms of travel. One fence along
the border would not be enough to prevent all illegals from crossing the border We would have to have
the coast guard paying more attention to people arriving by the sea. US immigrant blog
if immigrants cross over then they should be emmeidietly returned to their homeland.Border control is certainly not very stricts in most areas and there are some areas where there is no effort being made to stop immagrants from passing.

US immigrant blog

I believe that it would be beneficial to our country,as well as the countries from whom the immigrants 
hail from if we were to drop the number of immigrants legally allowed to enter the country each year US immigrant blog

If I had the chance,I would advise President Obama with the current issue of immigration.It is obvious
that immigration is a huge concern today,so I would try to advise him on how to slow down the rate of
immigrants coming into the country along with how to address the immigrants that are already here. US immigrant blog

My father says that immigrants should become Americans and speak Americanese.I think there is no
homogenous American "culture” in the way we think of a culture as old and static,but a culture of
contradictions united under a few dogmatic principles. (but that is for another day.) ; US immigrant blog



Rather than stealing jobs,Ramos says the country needs immigrants to replace a retiring workforce,
and backs up his case with numbers.Taking the math further,he reasons that undocumented immigrants
add approximately $10 billion to the economy each year and that legalizing undocumented immigrants 
could generate up to $5.4 billion in tax revenue and create 900,000 jobs. US immigrant press

i was specifically concentrating on the US’s history and why immigration, LEGAL of course is what
makes this country so great according to urban theorists such as Robert Florida say that immigrants 
are the future to alleviate us from this crappy economy… US immigrant blogwe are still being for more work because living can be expensive.however,the cities are crawling with
international folk being for work.bastards.taking good jobs away from honest americans.haha.it's
funny to think of myself as an immigrant.anyway.people are generally very nice here though the
weather leaves something to be desired.the temperature is pleasant but it is often humid.the skies are
also generally gray but i don't complain because it reduces my chances of getting sunburnt woo!in
short,everything's grand,as they would say here.hope you're all doing well.drop me a line.  US immigrant blog

The immigrants who came to America thought the streets would be paved with gold. But from my
perspective, I'd say the streets of Italy are paved with gold.Beauty everywhere you be.Although I've
never been to Milan, the theater here is lined with pictures from a very old illustrated travelogue of
Milan, La Scala in particular. US immigrant blog

Immigrants renew us because of the very thing I just said:we forget who we are.We forget what we
have. US immigrant blogLet us never forget that one of the reasons that Canada is such a vibrant nation,so diverse,so rich in the
many cultures and races of the world,is that immigrants who come here - as was the case with the
ancestors of many of us in this chamber - feel free and are free to practice their religion, follow their
faith, live as they want to live. No homogenous system of beliefs is imposed on them.When we as a
nation protect minority rights, we are protecting our multicultural nature. We are reinforcing the
Canada we value. US immigrant blog

98% of the US population are immigrants only 2% of the poplulation are native, 100% of the USA’s
land is stolen from natives. does any of the Native Americans own any of their own country NO, if all
the immigrants got out of the USA there’d only be 2,500,000 people left there. US immigrant blog

I am an immigrant.I came here by choice.I don't mean to in any way disparage you.But you are an
American by accident.I am an American by choice.All I mean by that is obviously, I love this country. US immigrant blog

Attitudes toward Foreign Investments in the U. S. Americans worry about reports of increasing
numbers of foreigners gaining control of assets, including property, worth billions of dollars in the
United States."When we turn ownership of our heritage-our property and our resources-over to outside
people, we are giving them political power". US foreigner press

A record number of foreigners visited the USA in 2008, thanks largely to an increasing number of
Mexicans and Canadians on vacations or business trips, according to government reports US foreigner press

The largest group of immigrants in the survey,18 percent,worked in construction,which has been
especially hard hit in the slowdown. US immigrant press

Since 9/11, we have been unable to obtain from the government statistics or even estimates of the
number of illegal immigrants coming into this country each month. US immigrant press

Experts also agree that approximately 55 to 60 percent of illegal immigrants snuck into the country
illegally — about 50 percent over the Mexican border with the United States US immigrant press

Though estimates vary,many estimate the number of illegal immigrants coming onto the US to be just
under one million a year. US immigrant press

That is how desperate Americans are for work these days. Please don’t try to tell me that there aren’t
millions of Americans out there that would not pick fruit for minimum wage. The millions upon
millions of illegal immigrants in this country are stealing jobs, they are depressing wages in a whole
host of industries and they are a huge factor in the erosion of the middle class. US immigrant blog



i feel that all mexican immigrants should be deported from this country. US immigrant blog

I feel that a problem with the number of immigrants entering the United States has grown immensely
in the past few years.With the shortage in jobs the U.S. can’t afford to have more people entering the
country. US immigrant blog

Although a good amount of immigrants are caught when attempting to cross the border some do get
across.The only consequence for the ones that get caught is they get brought back to their
country.Since the risk of crossing isn't so bad they will just keep trying to come back US immigrant blog

The numbers of illegal immagrants will strongly decrease if the control is more strict and law
inforcement along the border is stronger.Obama should advise chante and hopefully less immagrants
that are illegal will intrude in the future. US immigrant blog

Secondly,we must begin to limit the amount of legal immigrants entering the United States.We can
barely compensate for the people that are already living in the United States.Though I don’t believe
that we should eliminate immigration,we must begin to severely limit it. US immigrant blog

I would really like to advise the President on several of the current immigration situations.First of all,in regards to legal immigration,we need to limit the amount of immigrants that enter the country every year.The limit on legal immigrants should be around 100,000 per year. If we do not do so, the population in the United States will grow to an uncontrollable amount.US immigrant blog

The amount of immigrants is an increasing problem in the US.Although it seems that it has become a
hard issue to control.I think the really issue is why the immigrants are coming to US.I believe we
should find away to improve condition in Mexico so to stop people from coming over. US immigrant blog

The major of illegal immigrants are really coming to work because they live in poverty and border
hopping is seen as simply a way to earn wages. But like any large demographic, it's not going to be
"all" people who are in this country unauthorized and so forth and focusing in on the illegal versus the
system US immigrant blog

Five foreigners have been arrested for drugs smuggling.They are Faisal Ali Rao, 26, Murutaza
Hussain, 33, Siqqiq Ahmed, 43, and Syed Ahter Hussain aged 43, all from Pakistan. The other person,
Derek Hugh Kasembe, 39 is from Tanzania. US foreigner press

None of the 1,200 foreigners arrested and detained in secret after September 11 was charged with an
act of terrorism. Instead, after periods of detention that ranged from weeks to months, most were
deported for violating immigration laws. The government said that 752 of 1,200 foreigners arrested
after September 11 were in custody in May 2002, but only 81 were still in custody in September 2002. US foreigner press

Four years after passage of the Immigration Reform and Control Act, the human flow it was intended
to stanch is on the rise. This year an estimated 1 million foreigners will illegally enter the U.S., most
of them across the Mexican border. The protesters, drawn by anger tinged with xenophobia, speak
darkly of the immigrants US foreigner press

US foreigner press

Last year the U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement Agency,ICE,deported 350,000 illegal
immigrants.This was a 20 percent increase from the year before.Most were deported just across the
border into Mexico. US immigrant press

In addition to the half-million immigrants who are allowed to come to the U.S. each year,a substantial
number arrive illegally.Estimates of the total vary widely. The Immigration and Naturalization Service
apprehended 1.3 million illegal immigrants last year (many of them more than once) and guessed that
several times that many had slipped through its net US immigrant press

Authorities attributed the apparent decline to the slump in U.S. construction and the result of stepped-
up enforcement. U.S. construction has been a magnet for undocumented workers over the last few
years -- one in five Latino immigrants works in the building trades. US immigrant press



Allowing a stream of a million illegal immigrants into the country each year, when the economy is
fairly slow, is undermining the job stability and the chances for upward mobility of native-born
American workers. US immigrant press

I only have the PAL version.The Spanish version was supposed to come out on the 28th(not much
good for the rest of us but should keep about 20 million of our immigrants happy, lol!)but the English
version is still listed as the 4th. US immigrant blog

It's my country, and while I can see how other countries can see they have some kind of stake in the
governance of the only remaining superpower,the stakes of our citizens are higher.We live here.I know
a lot of foreigners liked Kerry better than Bush.It's unclear what Kerry would actually have offered
them,besides a more nicey-nice demeanor. US foreigner blog

Praxis, for example, performs ultrasounds of the abdomen and pelvis, mammograms and bone
densitometry on many tourists who knock on its doors. The "economic [factor] and, often, the desire
to know the country attracts many foreigners. Citizens living abroad come because of the closeness to
their country of residence," says Rubén Álvarez, a specialist at Praxis. US foreigner press
I'm just back from Paris, and sales to the Jewish community there are good," says Ms. Lindemann.
"And the Italians are coming here for security and personal reasons."For many of the foreigners, it's
been a beneficial purchase.Lindemann says in less than a year, prices on condos along Brickell
Avenue, where her buildings are rising, have soared almost 75 percent."Everything here has been a
good investment for them," she says. US foreigner press
And it is, essentially,all about the age-old Chinese concept of face.To have a few foreigners hanging around means a company has prestige,money and the increasingly crucial connections-real or not-to businesses abroad."Face, we say in China, is more important than life itself,"said Zhang Haihua, author of "Think Like Chinese." "Because Western cou

US foreigner press

Many foreigners who came to Japan studied Japanese in school and are very interested in Japanese
culture and language. They are keen to improve their language skills, learn more about the culture and
would rather interact with the local Japanese folks (makes sense). US foreigner blog

However the news for the rising dollar made happy a lot of foreigners and job seekers planning to visit
the USA during the summer with working visas. US foreigner blog

So then I paced myself for the night but still ended up drinking a BUNCH!I was flirting with some
foreigners and dive bombing on the couch and taking shots with Patty because we are the shots girls. I
really like Patty, she's a super cool chick and we get along well even though she's only 15, but she
didn't get trashed or anything. US foreigner blog

This is why we have so many foreigners.This is America, land of the free, home of the brave... the
place where dreams come true… US foreigner blog

i just took the political test.and i thought this was awesome...The life of one American is worth the
lives of several foreigners…and to update on the last few weeks, been drinking and i bought lizard… US foreigner blog
The raids, by Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents,netted dozens of immigrants who were
legal residents but did not have their papers with them at work.Others arrested were illegal who have
to leave the country 

US immigrant press

Garcia was picked up in April during an ICE raid on a chicken processing plant in Arkansas.Agents
fanning out across five states arrested several hundred illegal immigrants working at Pilgrim's Pride
facilities.Under a relatively new ICE practice, most of the illegal immigrants swept up in the
workplace raids—including Garcia—were charged with identity theft and other crimes. US immigrant press

The U.S. government deports hundreds of thousands of illegal immigrants to Mexico each year, and
the majority of them are dropped just across the border. In the past, many of these migrants would
immediately try to cross back into U.S.But now,with the economic downturn and beefed-up security
measures along the border,an increasing number are saying it's not worth the trouble US immigrant press

Poll finds lack of support for immigration.Half of U.S.residents say all illegal immigrants should be
deported immediately,a poll released Wednesday indicated. US immigrant press



The 1990s' urban renaissance that ended decades of decline for many of the nation's major cities lost
steam the past 10 years when most of America's largest cities either grew more slowly or lost people at
a faster rate.A key factor:blacks leaving for the suburbs and more immigrants settling directly there
instead of cities when they arrive in the USA.

US immigrant press
There is no doubt that illegal immigration is a huge and growing problem in the US.It is dangerous to
our legal citizens because it poses a security threat.We cant protect our people from those we dont
even know are there.Also,many illegal immigrants work for cash and dont pay taxes. Although it is
"said" that they contribute more to the economy, many illegals send the money they earn back to their
families. US immigrant blog

US immigrant blog

And by reform,I don’t mean streamlining and expanding the legal immigration process so more illegal immigrants can get in here legally.We need to do what the UK recently did and dramatically reduce immigration figures from hundreds of thousands a year to tens of thousands.US immigrant blog
How many more of these illegal immigrants are coming into the United States each year? Once again, it depends on who you ask but a ballpark figure is about half a million.Half a million illegal immigrants coming into the United States every year! That’s well over 41,000 arriving every single month!

US immigrant blog

Immigration is a large problem in the United States.I feel as though we are not doing enough to solve
this issue.Many illegal immigrates are coming into the United States.This causes American citizens to
lose their jobs and over populates the US. These immigrants come for a better life but I feel it is
necessary to help our own American citizens before we help others US immigrant blog

By allowing fewer immigrants to enter into the country,crime rates for illegal immigrants will
decline.Obama should also allow more fences to be built on the American boarder so that we can track
the traffic of illegal immigrants.The fences will create a more challenging entrance into America
which will make less immigrants enter the country US immigrant blog

You may ask yourself what we are going to do about illegal immigration.11.8 million Illegal
immigrants as of January 2007 live in America US immigrant blog

This sturdy town in the Appalachian foothills likes to call itself ''the carpet capital of the world,'and its
industry has thrived over the last decade as thousands of Mexican immigrants have flocked to jobs in
the mills. US immigrant press

So I go and sit in my favorite chair (that's the toilet, people....please pay attention)ans immediately I
hear these weird noises.Now, my apartment is directly over an apartment that is full of Mexican
Immigrants.They're Ok for the most part, except for the one that clumsily hits on Jenny every time he
sees her.The thing is, in our bathroom, you can hear everything that goes on in their bathroom. US immigrant blog
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F_Formal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_Formal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_Formal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Number Quantif Det Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA



F_InFormal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA those Demonst Det Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal stranger F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_InFormal stranger F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_InFormal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_InFormal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_InFormal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_InFormal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_Formal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_Formal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_Formal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_Formal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA the Def_A Det Def_A

F_Formal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_Formal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A



F_Formal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_Formal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_Formal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_Formal stranger F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_Formal stranger F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_Formal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_Formal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_Formal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_Formal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_Formal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA the Def_A Det Def_A

F_Formal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_Formal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_Formal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_Formal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_Formal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A



F_Formal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_InFormal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_InFormal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_InFormal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA



F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA only Quantif Det Art.NA

F_InFormal alien F_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA a Indef_A Det Indef_A

I_Formal alien I_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

I_Formal alien I_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

I_Formal settler I_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA an Indef_A Det Indef_A

I_Formal alien I_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

I_Formal alien I_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA an Indef_A Det Indef_A

I_InFormal alien I_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

I_InFormal alien I_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

I_InFormal alien I_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA these Demonst Det Art.NA

I_InFormal alien I_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

I_InFormal alien I_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA the Def_A Det Def_A

I_InFormal alien I_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

I_InFormal alien I_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA



I_Formal alien I_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

I_InFormal alien I_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

I_InFormal alien I_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA an Indef_A Det Indef_A

I_InFormal alien I_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA the Def_A Det Def_A

I_InFormal alien I_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

I_InFormal alien I_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

I_InFormal settler I_pl NA_PreM Coll_NA Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

I_InFormal settler I_sg NA_PreM Coll_NA an Indef_A Det Indef_A

F_Formal alien Q_F_pl PreMod Noun Number Quantif Det Art.NA

F_Formal alien Q_F_pl PreMod Noun Number Quantif Det Art.NA

I_Formal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Noun Number Quantif Det Art.NA

I_Formal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Noun Number Quantif Det Art.NA

I_Formal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Noun Number Quantif Det Art.NA

I_Formal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Noun Number Quantif Det Art.NA

I_InFormal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Noun Number Quantif Det Art.NA



I_InFormal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Noun all Quantif Det Art.NA

I_InFormal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Noun Number Quantif Det Art.NA

I_InFormal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Noun Number Quantif Det Art.NA

I_InFormal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Noun Number Quantif Det Art.NA

I_InFormal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Noun Number Quantif Det Art.NA

I_InFormal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Noun Number Quantif Det Art.NA

I_InFormal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Noun Number Quantif Det Art.NA

I_InFormal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Noun Number Quantif Det Art.NA

F_Formal alien Q_F_pl PreMod Numeral Number Quantif Det Art.NA

F_Formal alien Q_F_pl PreMod Numeral Number Quantif Det Art.NA

F_Formal alien Q_F_pl PreMod Numeral Number Quantif Det Art.NA

F_Formal alien Q_F_pl PreMod Numeral Number Quantif Det Art.NA

I_Formal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Numeral Number Quantif Det Art.NA

I_Formal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Numeral Number Quantif Det Art.NA

I_Formal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Numeral Number Quantif Det Art.NA



I_Formal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Numeral Number Quantif Det Art.NA

I_InFormal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Numeral Number Quantif Det.NA Art.NA

F_InFormal alien Q_F_pl PreMod Pronoun Number Quantif Det Art.NA

F_Formal alien Q_F_pl PreMod Pronoun many Quantif Det Art.NA

F_Formal alien Q_F_pl PreMod Pronoun many_of_the Quantif Det Art.NA

F_Formal alien Q_F_pl PreMod Pronoun a_few Quantif Det Art.NA

F_InFormal alien Q_F_pl PreMod Pronoun many Quantif Det Art.NA

F_InFormal alien Q_F_pl PreMod Pronoun Number Quantif Det Art.NA

F_InFormal alien Q_F_pl PreMod Pronoun some Quantif Det Art.NA

F_InFormal alien Q_F_pl PreMod Pronoun so_many Quantif Det Art.NA

F_InFormal alien Q_F_pl PreMod Pronoun several Quantif Det Art.NA

I_Formal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Pronoun Number Quantif Det Art.NA

I_Formal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Pronoun Number Quantif Det Art.NA

I_Formal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Pronoun number Indef_A Det Indef_A

I_Formal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Pronoun all Quantif Det Art.NA



I_Formal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Pronoun Det.NA Det.NA Det.NA Art.NA

I_InFormal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Pronoun many Quantif Det Art.NA

I_InFormal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Pronoun the Def_A Det Def_A

I_InFormal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Pronoun more Quantif Det Art.NA

I_InFormal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Pronoun Number Quantif Det Art.NA

I_InFormal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Pronoun many Quantif Det Art.NA

I_InFormal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Pronoun less Quantif Det Art.NA

I_InFormal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Pronoun Number Quantif Det Art.NA

I_Formal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Pronoun Number Quantif Det Art.NA

I_InFormal alien Q_I_pl PreMod Pronoun Number Quantif Det Art.NA



Det_Art Adj.1_Fine Adj.1_Medium Adj.1_Coarse Adj.2_Fine Adj.2_Medium Adj.2_Coarse Axiology Verb_Fine

NA_Art wealthy Descript Pos.c.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg avoid

NA_Art bloody Explic Expl_Int_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg say

NA_Art jobless Classifier Neg.C.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg fork_out

Art complete Classifier Emot_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg feel_like

NA_Art wealthy Descript Pos.C.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg offer

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg involve

Art bloody Explic Expl_Int_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg take_jobs

NA_Art stupid Explic Expl_Int_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg speak

NA_Art fucking Explic Expl_Int_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg speak

NA_Art bloody Explic Expl_Int_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg ship_back

NA_Art nasty Classifier Neg_cl_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg stop

NA_Art fucking Explic Expl_Int_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg feel

NA_Art silly silly Emot_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos support

NA_Art hot Descript Pos.A.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos follow

Art tall Descript Pos.A.Adj thin thin Pos.A.Adj Pos invite



NA_Art random Classifier Pos.view_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos talk

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg release

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg employ

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg receive

Art black Descript Neg.racial_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg kick

Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg jail

Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg demand

Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg arrive_in

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg smuggle

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg sneak_past

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg search

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg stop

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg stop

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg curtail

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg try



NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg cost

NA_Art little Descript Neg.age_Adj fat Descript Neg.A.Adj Neg shout

Art Polish European Nation_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg commit

Art Algerian African Nation_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg arrest

NA_Art fucking Explic Expl_Int_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg go_home

NA_Art Afghani Arabic Nation_Adj illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Neg struggle

Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg let

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg treat_as

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg sort_out

Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg grant

NA_Art fucking Explic Expl_Int_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg hate

NA_Art legal legal Pos.social_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg taint

NA_Art fucking Explic Expl_Int_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg hate

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

NA_Art white Classifier Pos.racial_Adj European European Nation_Adj Neg be



NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg cost

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg break

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg get

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos allow

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg say

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg shoot

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg treat

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg photograph

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg commit

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg arrest

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg go_to

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg leave

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg increase

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg rise

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg attract



Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg arrive

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg need

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg blast

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg sell_off

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg sell_off

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg belive

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be_against

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg confuse

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg crowd

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg involve

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be_like

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg have

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be



Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg cause

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg rip_off

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg beat

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg work

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg take_jobs

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg commit

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg commit

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg commit

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg come_over

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg see

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg watch

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg limit

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg employ

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg hate

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg piss_at



Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg upset

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg feel_like

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg feel_like

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg crowd

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos create

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos pump_into

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos calm_down

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos be

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos not_hate

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos like

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos meet

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos get

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg claim



Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg send

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg move_to

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg admit

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg treat

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg reduce

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg grant

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg take_jobs

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg cause

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg kick_out

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg ship_back

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg swamp

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg see

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg fill



NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg control

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg gain

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg not_invite

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg blame

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg bear

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg dread

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg invade

NA_Art fucking Explic Expl_Int_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be_like

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be_like

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be_like

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos help

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos add

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos marry



Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos pay_into

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos do

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos blame

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos be

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos be

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg see

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg arrest

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg come_to

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg sweep_in

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg work

NA_Art poor Descript Neg.C.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg receive

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg brace

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg head_for

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg slip

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg continue



NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg attract

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg catch

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg risk

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg work

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg enter

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg detain

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg work

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg fingerprint

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg set_up

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg find

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg seize

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg jail

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg smuggle

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg sneak_into

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg sneak_into



NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg deport

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg remove

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg catch

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg catch

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg lead

NA_Art more Quantif Quantf_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg come

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg want

NA_Art more Quantif Qu.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg live

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg fail

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg kick_out

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg come_to

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg want

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg hate

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be_tired_of



NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

NA_Art fucking Explic Expl_Int_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos come_to

NA_Art rich Descript Pos.c.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos contribute

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos speak

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos party

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos be

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg flood_to

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg leave

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg sneak

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg head_for

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg want

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg take_over

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg make



NA_Art fucking Explic Expl_Int_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg sort_out

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg crowd

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos be

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos contribute

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos glance

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg accuse

NA_Art HIV_positive Classifier neg_cl_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg enter

NA_Art unauthorized illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg issue

NA_Art fat Descript Neg.A.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg punch

Art rich Descript Pos.c.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg buy

NA_Art poor Descript Neg.C.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg take_pity

Art confused Descript Mind_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

Art crazy Descript Emot_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos like

Art Swedish European Nation_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos meet

NA_Art new Descript Time_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg bring



NA_Art Cuban Hispanic Nation_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg interview

NA_Art undocumented illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg convict

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg compete

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg take_jobs

Art Ecuadorean Hispanic Nation_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg charge

Art Pakistani Arabic Nation_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg arrest

Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be_killed

Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg shoot

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg pour_into

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg ripple

NA_Art undocumented illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg cross

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Haitian Hispanic Nation_Adj Neg deport

Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg turn

Art uni_educated Classifier Pos.c.Adj Russian European Nation_Adj Neg search

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg cover



NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg stop

NA_Art Mexican Hispanic Nation_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg restrict

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg include

NA_Art Latino Hispanic Nation_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg stop

Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg save

Art 32_y_o Descript Age_Adj Mexican Hispanic Nation_Adj Neg put_up

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg have

NA_Art Hispanic Hispanic Nation_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg confront

NA_Art Mexican Hispanic Nation_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg risk

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg find

Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg mistake_for

Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg sell

Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg tell

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg sneak

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg intrude_on



NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg remove

NA_Art Mexican Hispanic Nation_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg come_in

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg stare

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg need

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg need

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg stem

NA_Art fucking Explic Expl_Int_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg refuse

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg kill_myself

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg not_invite

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be_like

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg speak

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg do

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg find_jobs

NA_Art Mexican Hispanic Nation_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos support

NA_Art undocumented illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos add



Art Czech European Nation_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos reach

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos do

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg arrest

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg arrest

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg put_in

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg rape

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg come_to

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg master

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg obtain

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg mind

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg rage_about

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg not_want

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg betray

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be



Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg live_in

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg mangle

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg make

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg deal_with

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg struggle

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg go_down

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg come_to

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg should

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg wish

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg get

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg provide

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg stop

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg apply



Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg have

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg paint

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg make_sick

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg feel_like

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg feel_like

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be_like

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be_like

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos hire

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos see

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos meet

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos pour_into

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos pour_into

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos travel



NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos show

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos see

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos see

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos see

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos see

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos hold

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos purchase

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos buy

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos own

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos bestow

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos love

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos meet

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos be

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos be

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos be



Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos be

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos say

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos invest

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos preoccupy

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos set

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos describe

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos come_in

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos watch

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos hold

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos love

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos fall_in_love

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos be_in_love

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos fall_in_love

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos be_in_love

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos meet



NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos make_out

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos know

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos offer

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg commit

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg sight

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg gather

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg be

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg get

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg commit

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg arrive_in

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg cross

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg drop

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg slow_down

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg should



NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos need

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos alleviate

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos think_of

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos come_to

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos renew

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos feel

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos be

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos be

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg worry

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos visit

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg work

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg come

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg sneak

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg come

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg steal_jobs



NA_Art Mexican Hispanic Nation_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg deport

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg enter

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg catch

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg decrease

NA_Art legal legal Pos.social_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg limit

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg limit

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg control

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg live

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg arrest

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg arrest

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg enter

NA_Art unauthorized illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg hold_jobs

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg deport

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg slip

NA_Art Latino Hispanic Nation_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg work



NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg allow

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg keep_happy

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg like

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos attract

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos be

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos have

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos come_to

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos visit

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos flirt

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos have

NA_Art several Quantif Quantf_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos be

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg net

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg arrest

Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg deport

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg should



NA_Art more Quantif Qu.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg settle

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg work

Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg change

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg get_in

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg come_into

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg come_into

NA_Art Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.1NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg make

NA_Art illegal illegal Neg.S.Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Neg do

NA_Art Mexican Hispanic Nation_Adj Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Adj.2NA Pos flock_to

NA_Art Mexican Hispanic Nation_Adj Mexican Hispanic Nation_Adj Pos be



Verb_Medium Verb_Coarse Usage Ref_Type Ref_Gender Ref_Number Polarity Humour Theme_Fine

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum tax

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum offence

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum welfare

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum dilemma

offer event.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum reform

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum murder

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum labour

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum language

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum language

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum deportation

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum politics

feel emotive.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum hostility

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_neg Hum sport

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum party

feel emotive.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_neg NonHum love



offer event.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum party

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_neg NonHum terrorism

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum labour

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum welfare

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum ethnic

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum legality

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum welfare

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum squad

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.male Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum politics

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum politics

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum legality

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border



comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum welfare

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum looks

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum crime

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum terrorism

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum hostility

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum plight

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum legality

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.female Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum trafficking

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum reform

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum legality

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum hostility

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum hostility

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum hostility

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_neg NonHum crime

comprise static.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum ethnic



comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum welfare

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum plight

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum welfare

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum legality

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum criminals

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum outrages

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum politics

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum crime

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum murder

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum terrorism

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum labour

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum reform

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum crime

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum drink_driver

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration



conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum migration

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum marriage

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum trade

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum trade

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum trade

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.female Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum plight

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum ethnic

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum class_system

comprise static.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

comprise static.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum crime

comprise static.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_neg Hum looks

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum military

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum status

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum holidays



conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum plight

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum money

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum victim

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum plight

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum labour

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum crime

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum crime

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum murder

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_neg Hum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum language

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum hostility

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum labour

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum hostility

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum manner



feel emotive.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_neg Hum hostility

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum dilemma

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum dilemma

comprise static.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum sport

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum legality

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum sport

conduct action.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum trade

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum integration

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.male Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum sport

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum integration

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum integration

offer event.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum leisure

offer event.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum leisure

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum welfare



conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum labour

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum EU

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum abode

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum politics

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum hostility

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum residence

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum identity

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum labour

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum crime

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum deportation

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum politics

conduct action.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_neg NonHum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_neg Hum migration

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum plight



hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_neg NonHum EU

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum legality

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_neg NonHum hostility

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_neg NonHum plight

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum hostility

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum ethnic

comprise static.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_neg NonHum migration

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum looks

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum looks

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum looks

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum crime

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum integration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum integration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum integration



conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum economy

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum labour

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum integration

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum integration

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum heritage

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum crime

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum crime

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum history

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum labour

offer event.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum welfare

conduct action.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration



conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum labour

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum crime

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum labour

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum politics

comprise static.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum raids

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum crime

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border



conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum raids

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum raids

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.male Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum raids

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum riots

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum marriage

comprise static.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum military

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum hostility

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum deportation

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum language

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum hostility

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum hostility



comprise static.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

comprise static.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

comprise static.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum holidays

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum economy

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum language

offer event.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum party

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.male Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum sport

conduct action.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum deportation

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

feel emotive.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum plight



hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum reform

comprise static.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum heritage

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum economy

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum heritage

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum ethnic

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum HIV

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum politics

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum violence

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum real_estate

feel emotive.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum plight

feel emotive.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum identity

feel emotive.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum integration

offer event.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum date

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration



conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum crime

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum labour

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum labour

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum deportation

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum terrorism

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum victim

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum violence

conduct action.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum deportation

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum insurance

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.female Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum marriage

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum insurance



hold control.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum reform

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum plight

hold control.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.female Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum poverty

feel emotive.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum plight

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum anger

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum children

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum legality

offer event.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum authorities

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum looks

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum insurance

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum looks

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum welfare



conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum labour

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum hostility

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

hold control.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum hostility

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum hostility

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_neg NonHum hostility

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum looks

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum language

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_neg NonHum labour

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum labour

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum economy

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum economy



conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum heritage

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum legality

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum crime

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum crime

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum smuggling

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum violence

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum hostility

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum language

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum visa

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum trade

feel emotive.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum ethnic

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum trade

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_neg NonHum hostility

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum identity

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum victim



comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum migration

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum ethnic

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum trade

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum language

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum ethnic

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum language

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum plight

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_neg NonHum dilemma

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum language

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum hostility

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_neg NonHum military

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum military

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum politics

hold control.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.female Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum legality



hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum detentation

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum plight

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum election

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum dilemma

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum dilemma

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum ethnic

comprise static.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum identity

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum looks

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum looks

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum heritage

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum heritage

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum date

conduct action.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum trade

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum real_estate

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum holidays



conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum trade

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum trade

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum holidays

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum holidays

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum holidays

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum trade

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum trade

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum real_estate

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum trade

feel emotive.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum festival

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum choice

offer event.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum holidays

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum real_estate

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum leisure

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum trade



comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum melting_pot

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum film

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum trade

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum date

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum trade

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum abode

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum holidays

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum integration

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum trade

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum integration

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum love

feel emotive.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.female Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum love

feel emotive.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum love

feel emotive.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum love

offer event.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum leisure



offer event.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum party

offer event.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum leisure

offer event.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum trip

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum crime

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum plight

comprise static.v Figure Specific_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum migration

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum legality

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum welfare

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum hostility

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum politics

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum reform

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum language



conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum economy

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum economy

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum identity

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum heritage

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum heritage

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum population

comprise static.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_sg Pol_pos NonHum choice

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum trade

offer event.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum holidays

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum labour

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum hostility

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum labour



conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum deportation

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum politics

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum politics

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum poverty

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum smuggling

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum terrorism

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_neg NonHum labour

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum deportation

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum labour



hold control.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum politics

feel emotive.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum language

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum election

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum holidays

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum trade

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum heritage

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum integration

offer event.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum holidays

offer event.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.male Ref_N_sg Pol_pos Hum party

comprise static.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum heritage

comprise static.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum heritage

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum raids

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum raids

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum deportation

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum poll



comprise static.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum labour

conduct action.v NonFigure Specific_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum change

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_neg NonHum reform

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

conduct action.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum border

hold control.v NonFigure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum legality

comprise static.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos NonHum migration

comprise static.v Figure Generic_R RG.NA Ref_N_pl Pol_pos Hum residence



Theme_MediumTheme_Coarse Theme_1 Theme_2

law defence Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

burden social_status Migration Migration

dilemma threat Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

labour threat Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

unity unity Migration Migration



leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

violence social_status Migration Migration

labour threat Migration Migration

burden social_status Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

legality social_status Migration Migration

burden social_status Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

legality social_status Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration



burden social_status Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

plight social_status Migration Migration

legality social_status Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

legality social_status Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration



burden social_status Migration Migration

plight social_status Migration Migration

burden social_status Migration Migration

legality social_status Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

labour threat Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration



migration threat Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

trade trade Trade NonMigration

trade trade Trade NonMigration

trade trade Trade NonMigration

plight social_status Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

heritage unity Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

military threat Migration Migration

status social_status Migration Migration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration



plight social_status Migration Migration

plight social_status Migration Migration

plight social_status Migration Migration

plight social_status Migration Migration

labour threat Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

labour threat Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration



opinion social_status Migration Migration

dilemma threat Migration Migration

dilemma threat Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

legality social_status Migration Migration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

trade trade Trade NonMigration

integration unity Migration Migration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

integration unity Migration Migration

integration unity Migration Migration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

burden social_status Migration Migration



migration threat Migration Migration

labour threat Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

abode social_status Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

abode social_status Migration Migration

identity social_status Migration Migration

labour threat Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

plight social_status Migration Migration



law defence Migration Migration

legality social_status Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

plight social_status Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

integration unity Migration Migration

integration unity Migration Migration

integration unity Migration Migration



economy unity Migration Migration

labour threat Migration Migration

integration unity Migration Migration

heritage unity Migration Migration

heritage unity Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

heritage unity Migration Migration

labour threat Migration Migration

burden social_status Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration



migration threat Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

labour threat Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

labour threat Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration



law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

military threat Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration



migration threat Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

economy unity Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

migration threat Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

plight social_status Migration Migration



law defence Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

heritage unity Migration Migration

economy unity Migration Migration

heritage unity Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

plight social_status Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

trade trade Trade NonMigration

plight social_status Migration Migration

identity social_status Migration Migration

integration unity Migration Migration

relations unity Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration



law defence Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

labour threat Migration Migration

labour threat Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

plight social_status Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

burden social_status Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

burden social_status Migration Migration



migration threat Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

plight social_status Migration Migration

plight social_status Migration Migration

plight social_status Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

plight social_status Migration Migration

legality social_status Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

burden social_status Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

burden social_status Migration Migration



labour threat Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

labour threat Migration Migration

labour threat Migration Migration

economy unity Migration Migration

economy unity Migration Migration



heritage unity Migration Migration

legality social_status Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

trade trade Trade NonMigration

manner social_status Migration Migration

trade trade Trade NonMigration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

identity social_status Migration Migration

plight social_status Migration Migration



migration threat Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

trade trade Trade NonMigration

manner social_status Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

plight social_status Migration Migration

dilemma threat Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

military threat Migration Migration

military threat Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

legality social_status Migration Migration



law defence Migration Migration

plight social_status Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

dilemma threat Migration Migration

dilemma threat Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

identity social_status Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

heritage unity Migration Migration

heritage unity Migration Migration

relations unity Migration Migration

trade trade Trade NonMigration

trade trade Trade NonMigration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration



trade trade Trade NonMigration

trade trade Trade NonMigration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

trade trade Trade NonMigration

trade trade Trade NonMigration

trade trade Trade NonMigration

trade trade Trade NonMigration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

integration unity Migration Migration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

trade trade Trade NonMigration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

trade trade Trade NonMigration



heritage unity Migration Migration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

trade trade Trade NonMigration

relations unity Migration Migration

trade unity Migration Migration

abode social_status Migration Migration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

integration unity Migration Migration

trade trade Trade NonMigration

integration unity Migration Migration

unity unity Migration Migration

unity unity Migration Migration

unity unity Migration Migration

unity unity Migration Migration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration



leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

violence social_status Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

plight social_status Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

legality social_status Migration Migration

burden social_status Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration



economy unity Migration Migration

economy unity Migration Migration

identity social_status Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

heritage unity Migration Migration

heritage unity Migration Migration

heritage unity Migration Migration

heritage unity Migration Migration

trade trade Trade NonMigration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

labour threat Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

labour threat Migration Migration



law defence Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

plight social_status Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

violence social_status Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

labour threat Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

labour threat Migration Migration



law defence Migration Migration

manner social_status Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

trade trade Trade NonMigration

heritage unity Migration Migration

integration unity Migration Migration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

leisure leisure Leisure NonMigration

heritage unity Migration Migration

heritage unity Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration



migration threat Migration Migration

labour threat Migration Migration

opinion social_status Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

law defence Migration Migration

legality social_status Migration Migration

migration threat Migration Migration

abode social_status Migration Migration
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